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Fr. Driscoll’s Story:
A Life of Service

1944

by Tommy Cody ’13
Senior Commentary Writer
Faculty Profile
“The Bullets were ricocheting
off the walls left and right,”
Fr. James Driscoll, O.P., said
as he began to launch into the
tale. “We were fighting an SS
division. I ended up fighting
down in these submarine caves
underground.
It
was
bad.”
During World War II, Fr. Driscoll,
served in the 175th infantry, a
subdivision of the 29th infantry.
Fr. Driscoll squinted as he tried Fr. Driscoll cheering on the Providence Club Football Team at
to remember all of the countries Hendricken Field, which he helped found in 1967.
where he served. “We were in
France, Belgium,” he paused,
“Holland, and Germany, fighting
mostly in France and Germany.”
Fr. Driscoll recalled some of the
intense fighting that he took part in
during the brutal push inland after
the D-Day landings, fighting the
SS division, one of the Nazi’s most
elite divisions, in submarine caves.
Describing one of his most vivid
memories from the war, Fr. Driscoll
reminisced, “I was standing in front
of an air raid shelter that went under
the earth, and the United States
Navy started shelling the place with
16” shells going into these 12 story
buildings.” He then added, slightly
raising his voice, “The things
Fr. Driscoll speaks with a PC student on campus. He
were coming down like mad.”
served as chaplain of St. Joseph’s Hall for 40 years,
Luckily, Fr. Driscoll had time
where he involved himself with student life and culture.
to dive into a nearby shelter: “A
shell came in the building
across the way, and the
whole wall started
coming down.” He
was able to call his
captain on his
handheld radio
and tell him
to stop the
shelling.
“I
came close to
getting killed
that day.” His
voice trailed
as
he
finished. He was

1967
Gen. Eisenhower visited Fr. Driscoll’s company,
2nd Battalion, 175th. Six days later, the battalion
suffered heavy casualties during an attack on
Siersdorf, Germany.

1980
1983
Fr. Driscoll presents blessed Pope John Paul II
with a class ring he designed for the Pontifical
University of Saint Thomas Aquinas. They
both attended the seminary.

1991

2007

Fr. Driscoll taught theology at Providence and was the
chair of the theology department for 10 years.
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Fr. Driscoll is shown here walking down the isle at the
2007 Commencement following his retirement.
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Merry Christmas to all, and to all...
Happy finals!
The holiday season is upon us, and for many, this
means colossal amounts of stress due to final exams and
papers. When not burying your head in piles of scribbled
notes and half-read textbooks, you will find that the
campus has transformed into a winter wonderland. If
you missed the A Cappella Christmas show in McPhail’s,
students walking into the Slavin Center can almost always
hear the din of Christmas carols emanating from some
holiday event underway. Not to mention, your Christmas
sweet tooth will always be satisfied by the eggnog
lattes or gingerbread coffees served at Dunkin’ Donuts.
As mesmerizing as the multiple Christmas trees
scattered around Slavin may be, it is important to
remember that this time of year is about more than just
presents and mistletoe. It is easy to get caught up in the
Black Friday madness that veils our society in glittery
wrapping paper and become blind to what this time
of year is truly about. Just check out our front cover:
through service to God, country, and PC, Father Driscoll
exemplifies the charity and humility that every individual
has the capacity to uphold. Moving further through
the paper, in the World section you can read about the
origins of the Christmas tree, and just a few pages ahead
in Commentary you can find out how this same tree
became the center of a city-council scandal. The Cowl has
shown that there are many ways to interpret this time of
year, but we think that the entire PC campus can agree
that the Christmas season brings to light the myriad
blessings which are bestowed on us each and every day.
After you have finished studying for your last exam
and have polished every word in your final paper, take
a minute or two to sit down and appreciate the festive
atmosphere that surrounds us with amazing people
and opportunities. Who knows, you might even land
underneath some mistletoe with that special someone! ;)
Have a happy and safe holiday,

CampusCalendar

Arman & Dara

Fri 7

Partly
Cloudy

Sat 8

49°
42°

6:00 p.m.
Friars Flying
Kites, McPhail’s
7:00 p.m.
Men’s Ice
Hockey vs.
Boston College,
Schneider Arena

Few
Showers

Sun 9

53°
40°

12:00 p.m.
Zumba,
Peterson Group
Fitness Studio
7:00 p.m.
PC Winter
Choral Festival,
Concert Hall

Cloudy

Mon 10

12:30 p.m.
Sunday NFL
Ticket, McPhail’s
9:00 p.m.
Study Break:
La Creperie,
McPhail’s

Few
Showers

47°
41°

9:00 p.m.
Study Break:
Antonio’s,
McPhail’s

Letter Policy

The Cowl welcomes guest commentaries and letters to the editor from members of the
Providence College community and outside contributors.
All submissions must include the writer’s name, signature, a phone number, and an e-mail
address where he or she can be reached. Letters should be no more than 250 words in length and
will be printed as space permits. Guest commentaries should be limited to 700 words in length,
and only one will be published per week. The Cowl reserves the right to edit articles for space
and clarity. Submissions must be delivered, mailed, or faxed to The Cowl office no later than
5:00 p.m. on the Monday before publication.
Mail submissions to The Cowl, 1 Cunningham Square, Providence, R.I. 02918; fax to
401-865-1202; submit online at www.thecowl.com; e-mail to thecowl@providence.edu; or
hand deliver to The Cowl office in Slavin G05.

Tiffany & Earl Note

The Tiffany & Earl feature in Portfolio is a satirized account of Providence College. Both
the question and answers are purely works of fiction. Tiffany & Earl are anti-heroes whose
comments ultimately satirize the stereotypes they each represent.

58°
39°

Tues 11

Few
Showers

Wed 12

44°
29°

9:00 p.m.
Study Break:
Mike’s Calzones,
McPhail’s

Sunny
9:00 p.m.
Study Break:
Wendy’s,
McPhails

51°
33°

Thurs 13

Partly 45°
Cloudy 34°
4:30 p.m.
Aquinas
Memorial Mass,
St. Dominic
Chapel
9:00 p.m.
Study Break:
Wings Over
Providence,
McPhail’s

Accuracy Watch

The Cowl is committed to accuracy and carefully checks every article that goes into print to
ensure that the facts are presented clearly and truthfully. If you find an error in any article, please
e-mail the Editor-in-Chief at thecowl@providence.edu. Corrections will be printed as necessary.

Advertising

Contact The Cowl with advertising requests and questions at cowlads@providence.edu or, if
necessary, via telephone at 401-865-2214. Visit www.thecowl.com for rates, publication dates,
and other information about advertising with The Cowl.

Subscriptions

Subscription rate for a weekly issue by mail is $100 per year. Send payment to The Cowl,
1 Cunningham Square, Providence, R.I. 02918; make checks payable to The Cowl. Student
subscription is included in tuition fee; issues are available around campus on Thursday nights.
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Justin Gomes ’13 Leads Charge
Against “Orange Sticker Policy”
by Kathleen Sullivan ’14
Senior News Writer
Community News
A few weeks ago, the Providence City
Council passed an ordinance concerning
legal consequences for public nuisance
properties throughout the city of
Providence. A similar “Orange Sticker
Policy” was passed in Narragansett, R.I.
in 2005 to combat the student parties
happening around the University of
Rhode Island. This is a topic of interest
for the Providence College community
because the policy inherently targets
the surrounding neighborhoods and
many of our off-campus apartments.
News of this ordinance was first
brought to the attention of PC students
early this school year, and all through
this semester, Student Congress
President Justin Gomes ’13 has led the
charge fighting against this policy and
spreading awareness throughout the
community.
For students who may have missed
the email, this ordinance states that any
“gathering of five or more persons,” or
a party, is considered a public nuisance
if the police are compelled to intervene
and break it up. A sticker will then
be posted on the house, signifying
that there was a violation, and any
additional violation within the next
six months will result in a $500 fine
to all persons responsible, including
landlords, residents, people who

MERYL ERTELT ’13 / THE COWL

Student Congress President Justin Gomes ’13 poses off-campus near student hosuing.

organized the gathering, and all those
in attendance.
Through his work with Student
Congress, the Office of Student
Affairs, and input from the student
body, Gomes has defined a number
of arguments against this ordinance.
The Narragansett policy only requires
a $300 fine for the second intervention
by police, making the other fine seem
excessive. The six-month requirement
for the sticker also presents problems
for future residents of the houses in the
Providence area.
Another
concern
about
this
ordinance is that whomever the fines
are directed towards is vague. It ranges
from the landlord to possibly every
attendant of the party. It was also
noted that there were already policies
in place to combat the problems of

underage drinking and parties in
college neighborhoods, leading to
questions about why an entirely new
policy is even needed.
Gomes mentioned the bad stigma
this ordinance may put on PC
students, the College, and all the
colleges in Providence. Gomes has
been in contact with student leaders
from Brown, Johnson and Wales, and
Rhode Island College to share ideas
on how to address the issue, become
more unified, and develop better
information sharing processes between
the colleges.
The PC community is working on
a two-tiered initiative that can combat
the issues this ordinance has brought
to light. One part is about revealing
the potential damage students can
cause to the neighborhood, others,

exception of Assistant Chaplain Fr.
Justin Brophy, O.P., WDOM airs
predominantly student DJs. WDOM
is a nonprofit, noncommercial radio
station funded by the College.
Along with his rigorous academic
schedule as a finance major,
Callahan oversees both the day-today responsibilities as well as the
administrative side of WDOM. “The
only connection with the faculty [for
WDOM] is with the advisor. It’s pretty
cool because I get to build relationships

with surrounding student radio
stations in Rhode Island.”
In addition to meeting other
student DJs, Callahan has formed
a relationship with the Federal
Communications
Commission
(FCC). Despite being a student-run
organization, WDOM has to uphold
the same regulations as corporate
radio stations to avoid receiving fines.
It is Callahan’s responsibility to ensure
that WDOM is broadcasting both onair and streaming.
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and themselves, including the health
risks and harmful consequences of
dangerous behavior. The second
tier goes beyond that to help give
students more options and encourage
them to become good residents of the
neighborhood and better members
of the larger Providence community.
The vision Gomes is aiming for is
for students to “make the city of
Providence your home while you are
here at PC.”
Gomes wanted to acknowledge
the people who have helped him
accomplish all this, including Amy
Balfe ’13, Melissa Maggio ’13, Dan
Hogan ’13, and the rest of the Student
Congress. He explained, “I wouldn’t
have been able to devote so much
time to this if Congress wasn’t running
efficiently. We have a really good team
this year, and we have worked well
together and been able to accomplish
a lot.”
As far as Gomes’ individual role in
addressing the ordinance, he was able
to meet with the city councilman and
lobby against the ordinance, directly
involving himself in the policy-making
process while representing the interests
of the PC community. No student has
ever done that before, and Gomes
was happy he got the opportunity to
highlight some of the great things PC
students are doing in the community to
show that we are more than what some
do on Friday and Saturday nights.

WDOM General Manager Brennan Callahan ’13
by Carolyn Bothwell ’15
News Staff
Club Presidential Spotlight

Brennan Callahan ’13 expresses
his love for music both on and off the
air. Callahan first became involved
with WDOM his sophomore year
“on a whim,” when a friend, Nate
Holterman ’13, asked him to co-host a
radio show. “I really enjoyed it, and I
have always loved music.”
Callahan and Holterman’s earliest
show aired from 12 to 2 a.m. called the
Rescue Radio Program. “Our theme
was to ‘rescue’ our listeners from
the repetitive music found on most
terrestrial radio stations.” The show’s
success led them to a “much more
manageable time slot.” The Callahan/
Holterman duo continues the Rescue
Radio Program now from 8 to 10 p.m.
Callahan’s first radio show inspired
him to play a more central role in the
station. The following year, Callahan
joined the WDOM board as music
director. This year, Callahan has taken
on the title of general manager.
“[The role] just kind of fell into my
lap, and I was pretty excited about it
because I was trying to become the
general manager anyways,” Callahan
modestly said.
WDOM was founded in 1949
and has been broadcasting to the
Providence College campus and
surrounding area ever since. The
station airs 70 shows per week,
between 6 a.m. and 2 a.m. With the

PHOTOGRAPHER ’12 / THE COWL

WDOM General Manager Brennan Callahan ’13 co-hosts the Rescue Radio Program.

“I essentially have to make sure,
on a day-to-day basis, that the station
is operating officially. What I mean
when I say that is [operating] in the
law of the FCC.”
WDOM hosts four Open Mic
Nights per semester, allowing other
students to share their talents and
love for music. In addition, WDOM
co-sponsors music-based events with
BOP. However, Callahan’s personal
favorite event is Stuartstock. “It has
five or six bands perform on Slavin
Lawn. It is our big accumulation of
event planning efforts. Stuartstock is
the big bang, so to speak.”
Callahan’s talent has driven him to
DJ on the side as well. “I DJ mostly
electronic music, which has worked
out for me because, as I’m sure you
have noticed, it has kind of taken off.
This is cool for me because it gives me
a lot of opportunities to perform.”
If the opportunities present
themselves, as they always seem
to for Callahan, he will continue
to DJ post-graduation. Callahan
plans to take a year off to travel to
New Zealand and Australia before
resuming his work in finance.
“My favorite thing about WDOM is
the fact that I’m consistently impressed
with the shows that our DJs host—the
scope, creativity, and originality of all
of our shows is awesome for me to get
to experience.”
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L a c y, S t i l l P l e a d G u i l t y i n 2 0 1 0 R a n d o m B e a t i n g o f R e s i d e n t A s s i s t a n t
by Micaela Cameron ’13
News Staff
Campus News
In the early Monday morning hours
of April 12, 2010, two Providence College
freshmen wandered off campus to Eaton
Street. The two freshmen crossed paths
with Yerkin Abdrakhmanovon ’10, a
resident assistant from Kazakhstan, and
brutally assaulted him in what would
later be described as a random and
unprovoked attack.
The assaulters left the scene and were
found by police shortly after at Golden
Crust Pizza, matching a description
from an eyewitness. The men were
found with cuts on their hands and
blood on their shirts, clues that linked
them to the assault. Abdrakhmanovon
spent two days at Rhode Island
Hospital, where he suffered from a
broken nose and eye socket, as well as
brain trauma.
The two freshmen were not only
students at the College, but studentathletes; they were two promising

Johnnie Lacy

PHOTO COURTESY OF 5IN60.COM

freshmen recruits and members of
Coach Keno Davis’s basketball team.
Johnnie Lacy and James Still were
arrested that night for felony assault
and were held on $1,000 bail. Both men
were unable to make bail and were
sent to the Adult Correctional Institute
of Rhode Island in Cranston. Later on
Monday and Wednesday, respectively,
Still and Lacy were released.
In response to the incident, the two
athletes were suspended from the
basketball team and the College and
were not allowed to finish the semester.
At the time of the assault, Lacy was
unhappy with the small amount of

Event Asks, “Are
We Post-Racial?”
by Carolyn Bothwell ’15
News Staff
Campus Events

On Tuesday, December 4, various
groups at Providence College joined
together to discuss the issue of racism.
While it is no secret that PC does not
have a reputation for being a diverse
school, issues regarding discrimination
have tended to be overlooked by the
general community.
For the Class of 2016, 16 percent of
the students are nonwhite.
Society Organized Against Racism
(SOAR), the Office of Institutional
Diversity, Campus Ministry, the
Black Studies Program, Lectures
and Catechesis, Balfour Office for
Multicultural Activities (BOMA), and
PC Democrats cosponsored this event.
“The goal is really to sustain and
recreate diversity,” Chief Diversity
Officer Rafael Zapata pronounced.
Zapata began by citing various
incidents involving racially charged
insults and actions. Many of
these instances that have recently
occurred on campus happened after
the Obama-Romney presidential
election results, the most striking
being a swastika carved into a
hairdryer in one of the community
bathrooms. While these cases
are clearly offensive, they were
not immediately reported to the
administration.
“Where there is a group of diverse
individuals, misunderstandings will
come up. Sometimes they might
surprise us,” commented Zapata. This
“Are We Post-Racial” event expanded
not only to racism, but also issues of
gender and sexual orientation.
The spherical set-up of chairs in

the Aquinas lounge demonstrated a
feeling of equality. Various attendees
took turns commenting on the issues
at hand.
“Racism is a sin: a sin that divides
the human family, blots out the image
of God among specific members of that
family, and violates the fundamental
human dignity of those called to be
children of the same Father,” Sarah
Attwood, campus minister, quoted
from Catholic Bishops’ Brothers and
Sisters to Us.
Fr. Justin Brophy, O.P., followed
Attwood by reminding the PC students
that not only are we a Catholic school,
but a Catholic school in the Dominican
tradition. “Now I’m not saying you all
have to walk around in 13th-century
dress,” joked Fr. Brophy as he urged
those present to keep the Dominican
ideals in mind.
“We were all created in the image
of God and we have all managed to
end up in the same place. Despite
our differences, we’re all able to come
together for something higher,” Fr.
Brophy said on a more serious note.
After counting off by fours, the
students and faculty broke off into
groups to discuss their thoughts on the
issues at hand.
“There seemed to be a consensus
that while many students at PC
feel a part of the ‘PC Community’
in a general sense, there are indeed
divisions based on a number of
different identities, be them color
of skin, economic background,
sexual orientation, religion, or even
hometown,” informed Magali GarciaPletsch ’13, president of SOAR.
The event concluded with a call for
the PC community to work together to
envision a community in which every
person involved feels comfortable and
welcome despite their “differences.”

www.thecowl.com

play time he received on the team and
planned to transfer at the end of the
semester.
Lacy appeared in court this past
May where he took a plea bargain.
He is now serving three years of
his 10-year sentence at the Adult
Correctional Institute in Cranston.
Still appeared in court on Nov. 13,
after he rejected the plea deal in May.
In court, Still pled guilty to the assault
charges and will be sentenced early
next year.
After leaving the College, Still
attended Henry Ford Community
College in Dearborn, Mich., where
he played basketball and earned an

James Still

PHOTO COURTESY OF EMUEAGLES.COM

associate’s from 2011 to 2012.
This fall, Still went on to play
basketball at Eastern Michigan
University (EMU) on a scholarship,
until his trial on the 13th.
According to statements released
by EMU, the university admitted
Still because of his excellent
recommendations from Henry Ford
Community College. In a subsequent
statement, EMU affirmed that their
admissions allow opportunities for
students with “mistakes in their past,”
and that students with criminal records
are not immediately prohibited from
enrolling in the College.
After pleading guilty in court, the
basketball team at EMU did not allow
Still to compete in the upcoming game
against Eastern Illinois University. EMU
later released another statement, citing
their discipline policy and the dismissal
of Still from the team.
According to EMU’s policy for
athletes, players are dismissed if they
plead no contest or are convicted. Under
this policy, it is unclear as to why Still
was allowed a position on the team at all.
It
is
expected
that
Still
will be sentenced on Jan. 8.

Student
Congress
Updates
by Jackie McCarthy ’14
News Staff
Student Congress

•

Announcements included the Class of 2014’s plans for next semester,
which include the sale of class T-shirts and late night Zumba. The
Class of 2015 is also planning fundraisers for next semester.

•

A proposal for changes to the 2014-2015 Academic Calendar was
discussed. The bill proposes an extension for long weekend breaks such
as Thanksgiving and Columbus Day. The bill was passed by Congress.
The final decision, however, will be up to the administration. Any
comments, questions, or input can be sent to Justin Gomes ’13 or
Katelyn Higgins ’14.

•

There was a proposal for a Sociology Club, which covers a spectrum
of academics that there is no club for on our campus. The proposal
passed.

•

The Pre-Law Society appealed for recognition as an official club. The
appeal passed.

•

The Surf Club appealed to be reconsidered as an official club.
The club did not pass last year because they did not meet certain
requirements. The appeal passed.

•

An appeal for the American Marketing Association club was also
discussed. Although the club previously had trouble staying afloat,
there has been an increase in members as many underclassmen
have gotten involved. The appeal passed.

•

There was also an appeal of the Anscombe Society. Last semester
the society did not meet its criteria. The appeal passed.
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African World View
Class Sponsors
African Food Night
by Kathleen McGinty ’16
News Staff
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by Christine Rousselle ’13
News Editor
Campus News

Campus Events

Campus Ministry Sponsors All-Day Confessions
On Tuesday, December 4, Campus Ministry sponsored all-day confessions
in St. Dominic Chapel for students to begin the new liturgical year and holiday
season on a good note. Various Dominican Friars were available to absolve the
sins of students in this yearly event.

Got an Ugly Sweater? You Could Win a Prize!
Starting Dec. 10 and continuing through Christmas Day, there will be an
Instagram contest for the best ugly sweater picture. Photos can be uploaded from
either on or off campus. Photos must be tagged with “#pcuglysweater” to be
considered for the contest and cannot be posted from a private account. The top
three photos with the most “likes” will win a Friar Holiday Prize Pack containing
Friars gear from Athletics and the bookstore, as well as a Dunkin’ Donuts gift card.

Ray Cafeteria Stuns With “Savory Cupcakes”
JESSICA HO ’14 / THE COWL

Members of the African World View class pose with members of the community.

Trading in the acoustics of professors’
voices and the frantic clanking of
pencils hitting desks during Civ exams
for the beats of African music and
the aromas of African spices, Moore
Hall transformed to facilitate a dinner
buffet put on by the College’s African
World View class this past Monday,
December 3. In their program entitled
Taste of Africa, students in Professor
Danny Kyei-Poakwa’s class gave
presentations on various countries in
Africa and served dishes native to each
country.
According to Professor KyeiPoakwa, the projects were meant
to foster community participation,
bringing PC students into contact with
members of the African community
in Rhode Island. While Kyei-Poakwa’s
classes traced the roots of Africa in
Rhode Island last fall and met African
leaders in Rhode Island last spring, this
semester’s project focused on tracing
African food.
“[Kyei-Poakwa’s] objective was
to meet with the community and
interact,” said Chelsea Haydasz ’13,
who is part of the African World View
class and presented on the country of
Ghana. “I thought it was successful.”
The project required students to
research one of six selected African
countries, including Zimbabwe, South
Africa, Ethiopia, Ghana, Cape Verde,
and Liberia. In addition to researching
the demographics and the history of
each country, students paired with
various local restaurants and African
groups so they could learn how to
prepare the delicacies and specialties
of their respective countries.
Students were not only required to
impart their findings on their assigned
country during the presentations, but
also to recount how to prepare dishes
that are dietary staples in their country
and serve the audience at the event.
While some students chose to purchase
pre-made dishes from local restaurants
or shops, others admitted to slaving for

hours over the stove preparing their
dishes.
Nevertheless, students enjoyed a
variety of African foods following
presentations given by the students
on their respective countries. Featured
were bread-like dishes, rice meals,
meat dishes, and even delicacies from
each of the six countries. While similar
staple dietary fixes were sampled, such
as jollof rice from Ghana and jollof rice
from Liberia, as well as fried dishes
such as kelewele (fried plantain),
pastel (deep fried tuna and tomato),
and calla (a breakfast dough ball),
students noted that what makes each
country’s dishes distinct is the unique
ingredients used to flavor them.
Jermoh Kamara ’15, who sampled
both the Ghanaian jollof rice and the
Liberian jollof rice, noted that many
of the ingredients used in preparing
the dishes were similar, but it was
the native spices that gave the rice
a distinct flavor. Moreover, as many
students noted in their presentations,
replicating African specialties in the
US proves to be a feat because the
ingredients used in African cooking
are so unique and hard to come by in
the States.
Yet Haydasz, whose group prepared
their own dishes for their presentation,
gained a new appreciation for African
cooking.
“The food is good!” she said,
noting that it is much more flavorful
than American food, yet so simple to
prepare.
Thus, students in Kyei-Poakwa’s
class appeared to have attained a
strong understanding and discovered
a new appreciation for the African
food they learned how to prepare.
“PC needs more of this diversity on
campus,” said Kamara, a member of
the group that presented on Ghana and
co-founder of the Motherland Dance
Group, which performed an African
dance during the program. “People
need to be open-minded.”

The News Section is
hiring! Come “build” your
résumé with us! Apply
today in Slavin LL04!

During lunch on Wednesday, December 5, students at Ray Cafeteria were met
with a surprise at lunch: “savory cupcakes” that combined both meat products
and the traditional cake. Students were given the choice between a meat lasagna
cupcake, a chicken and waffles cupcake, and a curry vegetable cupcake. The
cupcakes were at the “Theme Cusine” station and were not listed on the online
menu.

Blum Shows Another Side to Borat’s Country
Doug Blum, professor of political science, recently presented qualitative
research he did in Kazakhstan. Before an audience of 18 professors and students,
Blum explained his research on globalization. He focused on the cultural effect
that students who go abroad have on the local culture. Blum interviewed
Kazakh students who studied in America and asked them questions about
things they saw in the US that they did not see in Kazakhstan. Six common
responses that Blum presented to those in attendance were work ethic, practical
knowledge, being nice to strangers, gender equality, people’s openness, and
sitting improperly. Following the presentation, students and faculty engaged in
a discussion with each other and with Blum.

Get to Know Your
Newsies
Kathleen McGinty ’16

Major:
Accounting

Hometown:
Andover, Massachusetts

Fun Fact:
I love baking muffins and breads.

Most Commonly Found:
In the Slavin Soft Lounge.

Biggest Role Model:
My older sister. She’s a kindergarten teacher who
is extremely dedicated, patient, and compassionate
towards her students and work.

Annoys Her Most:
Not being on time for class.

Most Passionate About:
Always putting my best foot forward in whatever I
choose to pursue.
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Ask PC: Reflection

“What was the high point of the 2012 Fall Semester?”

“Meeting our students
for our education
practicum!”
-Allison Kramer ’15
Michaela Bergin ’15

“Going to Nashville the
first week of the semester.”
-Mike Rodak ’13

“Any time that I could get
some sleep.”
-Bomi Docanto ’14

“When we bought Phish
the Fish, our Help Desk
mascot.”
-Gary Khammavong ’14

“Being a leader on the
Day of Connections
Retreat.”
-Hayley McGuirl ’15

“Junior Ring Weekend!”
-Elizabeth Tangney ’14

“Being a loofah for
Halloween.”
-Meredith Craine ’15

“Halloween because the
seniors had an organized
place to go.”
-Danielle Holic’13
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Andres’ Christmas Wish
BLITZEN
BUMBLE
CLARICE
COMET
CUPID
DANCER
DASHER
DONNER
FIREBALL
HERMEY
MISFIT TOYS
PRANCER
RUDOLPH
SANTA
VIXEN

Christine’s Christmas List

Math Square

Directions: Using
the numbers
1through 9, fill in the
grid. Each number
is only used once.

by Christine Rousselle ’13
News Editor

Andres wants a new car for Christmas.
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The Christmas Tree: Controversy and History
by Naomi Eide ’13
Senior World Writer
LOCAL

Last week, a major controversy
ensued in Rhode Island over the
lighting of the State House’s tree.
Governor Lincoln Chaffee caused
pandemonium
after
announcing
that there would be no tree lighting
following last year’s events when he
renamed the Christmas tree a holiday
tree. In 2011, Chaffee renamed the
tree “to be inclusive of everyone and
honor the state’s tradition of religious
tolerance.”
The concept of a holiday tree
sparked a debate and during last year’s
tree lighting ceremony, protesters
advanced on the State House singing
“Oh Christmas Tree.” Also during the
night, Republicans gathered outside the
minority offices, lit their own Christmas
tree, and sang Christmas carols. Instead
of a lighting ceremony, this year the
governor’s office had recommended
a series of State House performances
leading up to Christmas. Eventually,
giving into pressure, Chaffee rescinded
his previous statement, saying there
would be a Christmas tree lighting
ceremony after all.

Though it seems like a trivial
discussion, it questions whether
Christmas should be a Christian or a
secular holiday in the public sector.
One of many trying to retain the
rights of Christians during the holiday
season, Mat Staver, founder and
chairman of Liberty Counsel, openly
criticized Chaffee’s tree renaming.
“Governor, what do you call a green,
pointed, prickly tree we decorate in
December? Everyone except for the
governor knows it’s a Christmas tree.”
Providence’s Bishop Thomas Tobin
commented on the holiday tree,
stating, “It’s a situation that [Chaffee]
has created by failing to call the tree
what it is, and what most people
call it. It’s a Christmas tree.” Clearly
marked on the wagon that delivers the
ceremonial tree to the White House,
even the First Family has a Christmas
tree this year. Bishop Tobin asks, “The
White House has a Christmas tree,
okay? So what’s the deal? The White
House has a Christmas tree but Rhode
Island can’t have one?”
Christmas celebrates the birth of
Christ on Dec. 25, the date chosen by
Pope Julius I because he was trying
to adapt a pagan festival. Though the
celebration takes place in the wrong
season and the wrong month of the

year, Christmas has become a cultural
and
commercial
phenomenon,
celebrated by the secular and the
religious. But what does a tree have to
do with the birth of Christ?
Referenced straight from the
History Channel, the history of the
tree stems from before Christianity
when many believed that evergreen
boughs draped around windows and
doors would ward off witches, ghosts,
evil spirits, and illnesses. Ancient
societies celebrated the winter solstice
when the shortest day and the longest
night fell upon the earth. Believing
that the sun god had become sick, the
evergreen boughs reminded them that
green plants would grow again when
the sun god was strong, and summer
would return.
Early Romans celebrated the solstice
with a feast called Saturnalia, in honor
of Saturn, their god of agriculture. The
solstice meant that the land would
be green and fruitful once again. To
decorate, they used evergreen boughs.
Vikings even thought that evergreen
boughs were important, considering
the special plant of their sun god,
Balder.
Fast-forwarding many centuries,
the Germans were the first group
credited with starting the tradition

of a full Christmas tree, not just a few
evergreen boughs. Devout Christians
brought trees into their home.
Martin Luther, the 16th-century
Protestant reformer, was the first to
add candles to the tree, as legend
would have it. Inspired by the stars
twinkling through the evergreens on a
cold winter’s night, Luther recaptured
the beauty by erecting a tree in his
home with lit candles for the rest of his
family.
The use of a Christmas tree was
stamped out in America, allowing
only religious, not pagan, symbols to
represent the birth of Christ. Oliver
Cromwell preached against the
“heathen traditions,” and William
Bradford tried to eliminate the
“pagan mockery.” As German and
Irish immigration to the United States
increased, the Puritan legacy was
undermined, and people happily began
to overtly celebrate Christmas, pagan
roots or not.
By the late 19th century, Americans
began using Christmas trees, mostly
motivated by their desire to keep up
with European fashions after Queen
Victoria and her German Prince Albert
began using a Christmas tree in their
celebrations.

PHOTO COURTESY OF USA TODAY

Above: Last year’s holiday tree in the Rhode Island State House. Protestors gathered around the tree
during the tree-lighting ceremony, chanting slogans, singing songs, and brandishing signs.
Below: First Lady Michelle Obama welcomes the White House’s Christmas tree for this year. The tree
is clearly labeled “Christmas Tree 2012,” showing that the White House is not reluctant to proclaim
the tree’s purpose.

Pictured above: a greeting card featuring Krampus. Krampus is a mythological figure
associated with Christmas in Germanic tradition. He is a demonic entity, the evil counterpart
to Santa. While Santa rewards good children with presents, Krampus abducts bad children
and carries them away to his lair, presumably to inflict punishment. It is traditional for adults
in the Alpine region of Europe to dress up as Krampus on December 5th of every year and
roam the streets, frightening children.
PHOTO COURTESY OF MSNBC

PHOTO COURTESY OF WIKIMEDIA
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Secret Artists Decorate Parisian Catacombs
by Becca Larrivee ’13
World Staff
PARIS

Deep below the City of Lights,
below the Eiffel Tower, hundreds of
feet below the metro, lies Paris’ best
kept secret: the Catacombs. On any
given day, hundreds of tourists will
spend hours waiting for a chance to
descend into this dark and secretive
world. They hope to get a glimpse of
the hundreds of thousands of human
remains that lie in their final resting
place, deep in the heart of Paris.
What people may not realize is that
they are catching only a small glimpse
of this vast tunnel network that
extends throughout the entirety of the
city. Yet this is where the true beauty
of the city comes to life. Far beyond
the eyes of the typical Parisian tourist
or even the native French citizen lies
a vast network of tunnels, shaped
and molded by groups of artists:
men and women who descend, albeit
illegally, into these tunnels and have
turned them into living and breathing
galleries for their artistic creations.
These artists, who represent a
variety of different groups, have taken

advantage of these abandoned tunnels
to offer a variety of different kinds
of artwork, featuring everything
from intricate wall carvings to film
festivals. The members of the group
are keen on secrecy, lest they get
caught by the French gendarmes
for breaking and entering into this
forbidden space.
According to the BBC, two
principle groups are responsible for
the majority of these underground
transformations. One group, known
as Urban eXperiment, began this
project in the 1980s after its members
bonded over a love for breaking
into museums and public places to
“see if they could.” Recently, they
have gained notoriety for their wellpublicized repair of the famous
clock of the Panthéon. The second
group, known as La Mexicaine De
Perforation, has “staged film festivals
in a cinema that they constructed
under the Palais de Chaillot.”
These artistic treasures will remain
hidden long into the foreseeable
future, as the majority of the tunnels
have been deemed unsafe by the
French government. Yet the work of
these rebel artists is sure to continue
unhindered, unless they get caught.

PHOTO COURTESY OF AP

A painting in the style of the Japanese artist Hokusai, who was a proponent of the “floating world”
movement. This imitation was painted on a wall below Paris.

Israeli-Palestinian Conflict Moves to Diplomacy
by Katie Davenport ’14
World Staff
ISRAEL/PALESTINE

The United Nations General
Assembly improved the Palestinian
Authority’s UN status on Nov. 29,
even though Israel and the United
States strongly opposed the upgrade.
According to CNN, their status
advances from “non-member observer
entity” to “non-member observer
state,” which is the same category as
the Vatican. Palestinians thus hope
that this new status will influence
their encounters with Israel. The New
York Times explains that the status will
provide Palestinians with the ability to
challenge Israel in international legal
forums for its occupation activities
in the West Bank, such as settlementbuilding.
CNN further reports that the
resolution leaders and supporting
nations worked together in order to

compose an official draft, enlisting
the backing of European countries,
including France and Spain. The vote
was 138 delegates in favor, nine in
opposition, and 41 abstentions.
Palestinian Authority President
Mahmoud Abbas explained that
the move represents a “last chance
to save the two-state solution.” The
move closely follows the conflict that
ensued between Israel and fighters
from Hamas for eight days. During the
fighting, a sequence of airstrikes and
rocket launches attracted international
concern and endangered regional
stability. The Palestinian Authority
was weakened after the battle, but The
New York Times states that the new
status will help to boost their power.
“We did not come here seeking to
delegitimize a state established years
ago, and that is Israel; rather we came
to affirm the legitimacy of the state that
must now achieve its independence, and
that is Palestine,” Abbas further stated.
In contrast, Ron Prosor, Israel’s UN
ambassador, believes that the move

fails to address certain important
issues, such as settlements in disputed
lands. Moreover, Prosor feels that
the move cannot substitute for direct
negotiations between Jerusalem and
Ramallah. He also criticizes Abbas
for his inability to represent the Gaza
Strip, where a Hamas government
currently controls the area, thinking
that the resolution will impede peace.
Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu argued that Israel is ready
to peacefully live with a Palestinian
state.
“But for peace to endure,
Israel’s security must be protected, the
Palestinians must recognize the Jewish
state and they must be prepared to end
the conflict with Israel once and for
all,” he added.
U.S. Ambassador to the UN, Susan
Rice, said that American leaders could
not support a measure that avoids direct
encounters and negotiations, warning
that Palestine’s upgraded status still
did not set up Palestine as a state. She
advises both parties to continue direct
communication without preconditions.

CNN explains that in spite of all
the opposition, Palestinian leaders
felt that they were justified to go to
the UN because Israel did not obey
signed agreements that were passed
over two decades ago. The last series
of negotiations between Israel and the
Palestinian Authority took place in
2010.
The New York Times states
that Americans are worried that
Palestinians may use their upgraded
status in an attempt to join the
International Criminal Court. The
Israelis are also troubled, fearing that
the Palestinians may investigate their
activities in the occupied territories,
which are thought to be international
law violations. Another major concern
is that the Palestinians may use
the vote to obtain membership in
specialized agencies of the United
Nations. That action could affect the
financing of the Palestinian Authority
itself and international organizations.

Assange Speaks Out in Interview
Claims Persecution; Fears the Fate of Bradley Manning
by Lynnzie Marinaccio ’13
World Staff
INTERNATIONAL

Julian Assange, the creator of
WikiLeaks, has been confined in the
Ecuadorian embassy in London since
June. In August, Ecuador granted him
political asylum. Although nothing
has changed regarding his unusual
situation, Assange resurfaced in CNN
headlines after a recent interview with
Erin Burnett. In this somewhat heated
conversation, Assange refused to
answer Burnett’s persistent questions
regarding the issue of freedom of
expression in the country that granted
him asylum.
Ecuador’s
current
president,
Rafael Correa, has been criticized for
his suppression of journalism and
the lack of free speech throughout

his presidency. According to the
Committee to Protect Journalists, “In
less than five years, President Correa
has turned Ecuador into one of the
hemisphere’s most restrictive nations
for the press.”
Assange responded to these
repeated requests for his opinion by
talking about how countries all over
the world have persecuted journalists,
mentioning that Al Jazeera journalists
spent six years in Guantanamo Bay.
He also comments that, in the grand
scheme of all that is happening in
the world, Ecuador’s problems are
insignificant.
Assange still faces sexual assault
charges in Sweden, where he has been
accused of raping one woman and
molesting another. The minute he sets
foot outside the Ecuadorian embassy,
he will be arrested and sent to Sweden
to face trial. His fear is that, if he is to

go to Sweden, the United States will
find a way to extradite him to be tried
here for crimes relating to WikiLeaks.
Private Bradley Manning of the
United States Army, the man accused
of leaking the classified military
documents that began the WikiLeaks
controversy back in 2010, is still
facing charges. He spent almost a
year in Quantico, Va., a military
prison operated by the Marine Corps,
where he was under strict watch and
kept in solitary confinement. He was
then transferred to Fort Leavenworth
in Kansas in April 2011. Manning’s
lawyers are still trying to get the case
thrown out, arguing that he has not
been granted the right to a speedy trial
and has been mistreated.
PHOTO COURTESY OF DAILY MAIL

Julian Assange led the Wikileaks oganization
that leaked government documents over a
period of months.
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by Iryna Bocharova ’15
World Staff
EUROPEAN DEBT CRISIS

European finance ministers met
in Brussels this Monday to assess the
progress of the Greek debt buyback
and discuss Spanish and Cypriot bank
bailouts. Spain formally asked for €40
billion—less than a maximum amount
the Eurozone was willing to lend. In
contrast, Cyprus may request extra
help to support its government.
Launched on Dec. 3, the debt
buyback is the major component of the
Greek debt-relief plan settled last week.
The Greek government offered to buy
its bonds back at their Nov. 23 prices.
Some Eurozone officials expressed
concerns about the willingness of the
large bondholders to sell their bonds at
discounted prices.
In case the buyback fails to meet
the expectations and significantly
cut down the Greek debt, the finance
ministers suggest further lowering the
interest rate on loans to Greece. They
would also lower the co-financing
rate—the required amount of money
Greece has to put forward to match the
EU budget money it gets for projects.
The suggested measures should lead
to an increase in investments but
would not yield greater potential for
relief than the debt buyback.

WORLD

The finance ministers spent
much time debating about the
Cyprus bailout. The contraction of
the economy and the growth of the
government debt in Greece set off a
chain reaction in the Cypriot financial
system since Cypriot banks held a
lot of Greek debt. The current bailout
draft agreement proposes €10 billion
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European
Finance
Gurus Meet

financial support, which is about 56
percent of the Cyprus GDP in 2011. The
money would go towards the banking
sector recapitalization.
The Cypriot finance minister points
out, however, that even that sum
may not be enough for the country’s
recovery. He suggests that another
€7.5 billion may be needed for the

government sector.
On Tuesday, the EU finance
ministers got together again to discuss
the establishment of a Eurozone
bank supervisor position. The goal
is to ensure effective financial sector
supervision to prevent the recurrence
of the recent financial crisis.

European finance ministers met here in Brussels to discuss the current state of the debt crisis.
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And the Grinch Stole Christmas, Again
A Quick Tree Lighting to Appease Some and Cover Bases
by Kelly Sullivan ’15
Asst. Commentary Editor
PROVIDENCE
I know you all read my articles
devotedly and remember my article,
“Only a Grinch Doesn’t Say Merry
Christmas” from last year (if not, find
it on TheCowl.com!). In it I discussed
Governor Chafee’s decision to call
the Rhode Island State House Tree a
“Holiday Tree.”
Upon researching this year’s plans,
I found that in order to avoid protests
from those opposed to the name of the
tree, the Governor’s office held a tree
lighting ceremony and sent out a press
release a mere 30 minutes beforehand
this year. Christmas tree lighting
ceremonies kick off the Christmas
season. Depriving so many people of
attending the celebratory event with
short notice is absurd.
According to The Huffington Post,
Chafee’s office announced at 11:31
a.m. on Thursday that the governor
would host a lighting of the tree at
noon. Several days’ notice is typically
given for such events. Chafee said
that he gave short notice this year
because last year’s event turned into a
“disrespectful gathering.”

I actually think it was pretty clever
for him to do that. It got the word out
to the public, but didn’t give protestors
enough time to get there. While the
name, Holiday Tree, is degrading,
protesting the tree lighting would put
a damper on the Christmas season.
It would create the same effect that
naming the tree a “Holiday Tree”
creates.
However, it was not right to deprive
those attending just for the event, not
as protestors, the opportunity to go.
In addition to changing the name to
“Holiday Tree,” which ultimately
ruins Christmas joy, families and
children of Rhode Island couldn’t
even gather around the tree to start the
happy season.
The majority of people in Rhode
Island are Christians. Not only should
their symbol, the Christmas tree, not
be deemed a “Holiday Tree,” but their
tree lighting tradition should not be
rushed and given short notice, which
belittles the entire holiday. Their
tree lighting tradition should not be
sacrificed for such a small minority
group that isn’t Christian.
In turn, the small group should not
have to sacrifice their customs to the
majority. It doesn’t seem they have to,
however. The Governor’s office easily

The Commentary Staff has been extra good this
year, and we would like to ask you for the following:
A breadmaker, many leather bound books,
job security, tickets to the Super Bowl, direction,
the Yankees to win the World Series, a typewriter,
a heated campus golf cart for each staff member,
mahogany book cases, nap time, NHL hockey,
chicken nugget day every day next semester in Ray,
employment, DD gift cards, & North Face jackets.
Thank you, and safe globetrotting!

announced that although the details
have not been finalized, there will also
be a menorah lighting service this year,
as there has been in previous years.
According to The Providence Journal,
Chafee’s spokeswoman, Christine
Hunsinger, said that the menorah is
meant to honor the Jewish holiday
of Hanukkah. Apparently there are
plenty of “Christmas trees” throughout
the State House, but the prominent tree
is purposely designated the “Holiday
Tree.”
The main Christmas decoration,
which has a ceremony and is
wonderfully decorated, is demeaned
and secularized as the “Holiday Tree,”
but the main Hanukkah decoration,
which also has a ceremony, remains a
symbol of the Jewish holiday, and for
some unknown reason is not named
“Holiday Candle Stand.”
Last time I checked, Christmas has
come at the same time, every year, for
the past 2012 years. At this point, it
should not be a shock to anyone, and
no one should be offended. If they are,
they should see it as a matter of habit
by now. The traditions of Christmas
should not be compromised for those
that are offended. Honestly, I’d like for
either Chafee, or any other politician
struggling to make things politically

correct, to bring forth even one person
that has such an immense problem
with Christmas that we need to change
the traditions of the widely celebrated
holiday just for them.
Christmas is a happy season, and
apparently those trying to secularize it
don’t want it to be that way. Perhaps
we’ll see a difference next year. Maybe
the third time will be the charm for
Rhode Island. Merry Christmas.
Happy Hanukkah. Happy Kwanzaa.
Happy December. Whatever your
story might be, be merry!

PHOTO COURTESY OF WIKIMEDIA COMMONS
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Key to a Happy Winter Break:

Stay Productive!

&

Tangents

Tirades

Unwrapping the Intangible

by Kaylee Miller ’13
Commentary Staff
CAMPUS
It is finals time here at PC,
which means lots of late nights at
the library, longer lines at Dunkin’
Donuts,
growing
resentment
toward the cold weather, and stress
all around. We are all looking
forward to Christmas break to
bring an end to the work and stress
that final exams bring. Now is the
time where we begin the sprint to
the finish with Christmas as our
glorious reward.
But, in the past years of our
mid-year break, I have found that I
fall into a bit of a slump after the
holidays. The honeymoon wears
off after Christmas and New Year’s,
and the days become restless and
lazy.
The days are short, the weather
is freezing, and it becomes easier
and easier to sleep until noon and
wear the same pair of sweatpants
for days at a time.
That is why I think it’s important
to keep these few handy tips in mind
as we head home for the break. Who
knows, you might surprise yourself
with your own productivity.
Read: I know, it sounds silly to
dive straight into another book
right after bruising your brain with
all of that Civ studying. But, if
you at least do some fun, leisurely
reading, you’ll still be stimulating
yourself in a way that will keep
you in the swing of things. It can be
really difficult to return to school in
January and get back in the groove
of things after turning your brain

PHOTO COURTESY OF WIKIMEDIA COMMONS

off for a month.
Another possibility is checking
out some of the books that your
classes require for the spring
semester. You can probably buy the
books for cheaper if you plan ahead,
and if you get some of the reading
done, then you might alleviate some
extra stress before you return to
school.
Exercise: Everyone’s number one
New Year’s resolution is always to
exercise more. And while PC is a
pretty fit campus, you should push
yourself that extra mile over break.
You don’t have to worry about
making time for the gym before class
or after that meeting; you have more
free time and more opportunities to
get your workout done. Challenge
yourself to take your workout to the
next level. It’ll keep you from falling
into that winter slump, and you will
feel an added sense of confidence
when you return from break.
Work: If you have a summer job
that might give you some hours over
winter break, take it! I know most
of us look forward to relaxing, but
it is always good to have some extra
money. I always spend more money
than I anticipate during the school
year, so it’s nice to have a few extra
bills in your wallet. Use that money
to buy that pair of boots you’ve been
eyeing or tickets to a football game!
You can never have too much money.
Those are just a few tips that I will
try to keep in mind as I head home
for winter break. These things might
be easier said than done, but at least
keep them in the back of your mind.
Be proud of what you have
accomplished in the past semester
and look forward to what lies ahead.

This holiday season, I only seek the intangible. To my mind, a beautiful gift is
unwrapping the unknown mysteries of life. While presents symbolically allow
people to share their love and appreciation towards others, I personally would
rather accept a deep and heartfelt letter. I believe there are ways to enhance
what you have already been given, like putting your headphones into your
nostrils and opening your mouth to form instant speakers. Or eating makeup to
be pretty on the inside. All jokes aside, I must confess that Christmas is the only
time of year when I wholly enjoy celebrating with my family in front of a dead
tree and eating candy out of socks. ’Tis the season!
—Christina Moazed ’15

Accessing the Mayan Calendar
According to many archaeologists, scientists, and researchers, the Mayan
calendar continues beyond the alleged December 21, 2012 end date. The Mayan
calendar began in 3114 B.C. and is divided into 13 baktuns, a measurement of
time equal to about 400 years. The calendar does in fact end on Dec. 21, but
according to modern Mayanist scholars, the system would just restart at the 13th
baktun. It is a cyclical rather than a linear process.
So, even though those grades you get on your final exams might make you
think the world is ending, don’t worry—you will still be here on Dec. 22.
If these scholars, scientists, and researchers are correct (and I have a hunch that
their arguments are more persuasive than the neighborhood doomsayers), I wish
all PC students, faculty, and staff a Happy Hanukkah and Merry Christmas.
If they’re wrong… God help us all.
—Nathan McGuire ’16

One Andrew Luck Jersey, Please
This Sunday Andrew Luck may or may not have turned into one of my favorite
athletes. He might be my favorite human being. I might name my kid Andrew Luck
Santos. The 23-year-old starter for the Colts led a game-winning drive with just over
a minute and a half to play against the Lions. I sat, mouth agape, as he ran and beat
Ndamukong Suh to the edge for a 15-yard run. I nearly soiled myself when he threw
the game-winning touchdown pass on fourth and goal as time expired. Santa, if you’re
reading this, bring me an Andrew Luck jersey. I’ll be the happiest bro in the world.
—Matt Santos ’14

School Is a Lie

Everything I learned in elementary school was a lie. I was taught that water
freezes at 32˚F and is called ice, but I recently learned in Meteorology that there is
such a thing as frozen water. Christopher Columbus apparently didn’t discover
America, dark chocolate is actually good for you, and most fruit has a lot of
sugar. A compass doesn’t point directly north, and jeans made in Honduras
were actually made in about 10 different countries. My point (no, I don’t want
all of my elementary school teachers fired) is that everything is always more
complex than it initially appears. In this Information Age, what we learn will
never be as important as how we learn it. Critical thinking and problem solving
skills allow us to be most ready to confront change in our world.
—Jenn Giffels ’14

Driscoll: Life of Service to Community
Continued from front page

hit in the head with a piece of
shrapnel during the artillery barrage,
but luckily only received a permanent
scar on his head.
“I had to lead a lot of night
patrols,” he told me, becoming
more solemn. “It was before
we went through the Siegfried
line, and we went out there and
almost got killed.” He paused for
a moment, then continued, “They
had an alarm system. So once
they saw us, they started shelling.
Before we got out of it, I went at it.”
He stopped again, and then added,
softly and half to himself, “Oh
man, did we get out of there fast.
You don’t think about it anymore.
But you never forget any of it, that
is for sure.”
On April 19, 1945, the division
pushed through to the Elbe River,
the border point between the
Russian and US lines. “People were
floating on wagons and drowning

by the dozens just trying to get away
from the Russians. It was terrible.”
Fr. Driscoll, the acting first
sergeant of his company, was
ordered to cross the river and take
the surrender of the prisoners of
the V2 SS division. “The guy was
standing there, and I explained who
I was, I said, ‘I am here to take the
surrender of your outfit,’ and he
saluted, and I asked for his pistol,
and he handed it over, and I said
thank you very much. He was an
SS trooper,” Fr. Driscoll continued.
“I fought a lot of SS guys, and they
were tough, but when the war was
over, the war was over,” he added
with respect.
I had to ask Fr. Driscoll about his
medals or I do not think he would
have told me. At the end of the
war, he returned with two bronze
stars. Over 20 years later, while at
LaSalle University in Philadelphia,
he received his third bronze star for

his service. Five years later, while
at Marist College, he was notified
that he would receive his fourth
and final bronze star. “Who told
you about those?” he asked me. “I
am hesitant to advertise anything
like that,” he said humbly. “Just say
something like, ‘with all his time
serving, he naturally earned some
medals, something like that.’”
When Fr. Driscoll came to
Providence
he
helped
found
Providence College’s football club.
He got the team top-notch gear
from a friend who worked with the
Patriots at the time. He was also
part of the group that founded the
Marist College football program. A
couple of years ago, Fr. Driscoll was
honored at the Marist dedication
of its new football stadium for his
service to the program. A plaque
was commemorated in his name.
During his time at Providence
College, Fr. Driscoll was the

chairman
of
the
theology
department for 10 years, only taking
one sabbatical at the end of his term.
He also served as the chaplain of St.
Joseph Hall for 40 years before he
moved into the priory. Fr. Driscoll
has helped innumerable young men
and women at Providence College
find their passions in life and has
mentored some of Providence
College’s best and brightest.
From the moment we set foot on
campus our freshman year, we are
asked to live a life of service, and I
believe Fr. Driscoll exemplifies how
to answer this call. Whether it was
to the students of the College or to
his country, he was one of the first
to volunteer and last leave. “I don’t
talk about it all that much,” he told
me. Thankfully he shared his story,
because his life is an example to all
of us of what it truly means to live a
life of service.
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What Students Need to Know
about the “Fiscal Cliff”

by Fr. James Cuddy, O.P.
Campus Chaplain

God is Here to Guide Us
Through Our Tired days

by Sean Aherne ’14
Guest Commentary
SOCIETY
Ever since Federal Reserve Chairman
Ben Bernanke termed the phrase “Fiscal
Cliff,” political pundits have debated
whether or not the impending fiscal
problem our country faces is a cliff or
a slope. What is this cliff? Essentially
during the summer of 2011, our nation’s
government decided not to deal with the
massive debt problem we still face.
Enabling them to make this decision
was a bipartisan agreement to move
the deadline for a decision on our debt
problem to the beginning of 2013. This deal
included automatic cuts to entitlement
programs and military spending as well
as tax increases.
As students at Providence College, we
will be greatly affected by the outcome of
the current discussions. Federal student
loan interest rates and programs, like Pell
Grants, are on the table and impact all of
us. In the long term, it has been projected
by economists that if the country were to
go over the cliff, the unemployment rate
would skyrocket to as high as 9.1 percent.
There needs to be a responsible
bipartisan plan to cut entitlements
and military budgets, coupled with an
increase in revenue through the closing
of tax loopholes and increasing taxes
modestly on the top half of the highest
tax bracket on a conditional basis relative
to the national deficit. The tax increases
should remain in place until the deficit
becomes a lower percentage of the United
States Gross Domestic Product. As for
budget cuts, Defense Secretary Leon

Penetta, a man renowned for his budget
cutting ability, made a public plea to
Congress for a more careful approach to
cutting the military budget.
The New York Times has reported,
“Under the terms of last year’s budget act,
veterans’ programs were exempted from
the cuts. Mr. Obama used the latitude
granted by the law to also shield military
personnel.” However, this much needed
protection of our soldiers, both present
and past, resulted in more extensive cuts
to the remaining military budgets.
The government must not only find
a fair and equitable solution to the
“Fiscal Cliff,” but also invest in future
ways of preventing it from reoccurring.
Education is the answer. We as a society,
both publicly and privately, must make
a greater investment in our collective
future as a nation through the support of
education.
Republican Abraham Lincoln once
said, “You cannot help men permanently
by doing for them what they could do for
themselves.” The long term solution to
our country’s recurring deficit problem
is an improved education system and job
retraining programs.
According to a CNN report, there are
currently 3.5 million unfilled jobs. What
this country really needs is a focused
effort to improve the education level of
our youth in areas of importance to our
resurging economy, and to retrain skilled
workers whose industries are shedding
jobs so that our economy’s growth is
maximized.
Education is the key to the future of
our nation and the answer to our debt
crisis in the long run.

This being the last issue of The
Cowl of the semester, I was hoping
to end with a bang and write my
very best piece of the year. But
that’s not going to happen. I don’t
have a lot in the tank. I’m wracking
my brain for some kind of witty
happening from the past week
from which I can draw a Christian
lesson, but I’m coming up empty.
Gone is my usual snarkiness. I’m
too tired.
Musing
on
this
end-ofsemester weariness—and happily
procrastinating the writing of
this column—I remembered a
favorite old poem. It’s called “The
Ballad of Father Gilligan” and was
penned by W.B. Yeats. (Read it for
yourselves, if for no other reason
than you can go around quoting an
Irish poet. People at home will be
very impressed).
The title character in the poem is
a priest who is worn out from his
daily responsibilities. A parishioner
is near death and calls on Fr.
Gilligan to administer last rites.
The old priest kneels to pray before
leaving the rectory, but falls asleep
leaning on a chair. He awakes in
the morning, aghast that he did not
do his duty. Saddling up his horse
with haste, he rides with reckless
abandon to the home of the poor
man, only to find out that he’s too
late. The parishioner had died an
hour earlier.
The ballad turns from tragic to
triumphant as it’s revealed that
God had sent a messenger (in the
appearance of Fr. Gilligan) down
to minister to the man in his last

hours before he died “as merry as
a bird.” In the final stanzas of the
poem, the old priest falls to his
knees in thanksgiving and utters the
following prayer:
“He who hath made the night of
stars/ For souls, who tire and bleed,/
Sent one of His great angels down/
To help me in my need./ He who
is wrapped in purple robes,/ With
planets in His care,/ Had pity on
the least of things/ Asleep upon a
chair.”
This is the way God works.
With all of the created order under
his governance, he doesn’t for a
second forget the needs of each
of his people. The Lord knows us
better than we know ourselves.
He loves us with an indescribable,
unimaginable love. He sees us in
our poverty and has pity on us,
giving us what we need, when we
need it. And it often happens in the
most surprising ways.
That’s how we ought to
understand Christ’s becoming
man in order to accomplish our
salvation. This is the mystery of
the Incarnation. As the world laid
in darkness and sin, God showed
his mercy. He had pity on us – “the
least of things” – and came on that
holy night. In so doing, he ushered
in a new and glorious morn.
Do these final weeks find you
tired and frustrated? Do you feel
heavily burdened by life? Be at
peace and trust that the Lord will
send his gracious assistance as he
has in every generation, to those of
us whose heads droop low, asleep
upon our chairs.

Jesus is the Reason for the Season
by Beatriz Forster ’14
Commentary Staff
CAMPUS
Holiday trees and blessings
without God are abundant this
Christmas season, which the
secular world proclaims marks a
period commemorating nothing in
particular. Of course, the apparent
superficiality of Christmas does not
prevent most from going along with
the Christmas tree, presents, and
parties routine. It doesn’t matter
what you celebrate anymore—as
long as you don’t offend anyone.
But the real spirit of Christmas,
if you will, is certainly offensive
to those who deride weakness,
humility, and meekness—the very
qualities that Jesus Christ embodied
perfectly. Hush. This is all religious
nonsense that has no place in
modern Christmas celebrations.
How to remedy the offensiveness of
the birth of the Savior in Bethlehem?
Get rid of it.

Mark Christmas Day right before
the Solemnity of Kwanzaa on your
calendars and don’t even think
about setting foot on consecrated
ground on that 25th day of the
month, just a few days after the
Winter Solstice. Who’s Jesus Christ
after all, but an outdated, polarizing
figure determined to curtail our
freedoms by bearing witness to
just one truth—The Truth? That’s
right, He does limit our options by
eliminating doubt and expelling
lies.
But only the modern, secular
individual will contend that the
birth of Christ and His resulting
Passion and Resurrection are acts
that enchain rather than liberate
man. He opened for us the doors
of Heaven so that we may have
eternal life, but today, we don’t
seem to want either the Truth
or eternity with the Truth. The
reason is because Christmas is just
another commercialized holiday
that constitutes an excuse to eat and
drink too much.

But we know that it’s not, and
that President Obama is only fooling
himself when he skips over the name
of God in the annual Thanksgiving
Address—for the fourth time. Right
at the beginning of the speech, he
remarked of Thanksgiving: “But
most of all, it’s a time to give thanks
for each other, and for the incredible
bounty we enjoy.” To whom should
we give thanks, but to the God
whom generations of Americans
have prayed to and praised for His
blessings?
A blessing is a gift given us
through no merit of our own, so
it must be coincidence if its origin
is not divine. But we don’t believe
in chance or coincidence, luck or
fortune, because they’re just too
arbitrary. Instead, I believe that
the fact that we attend Providence
College is a God-given blessing,
and it is far too easy to take that
for granted. We don’t have the
“Holiday Season” here or Winter
Concerts and glorifications of
Frosty the Snowman.

Instead, we have Veritas, not as a
potential alternative, but as exactly
that which it is—the Truth, lacking
any politicization or pretense. At
PC, we can say “Merry Christmas”
to one another because we know
what we’re celebrating and why.
But why can’t we just say “Happy
Holidays” and be “inclusive?”
Because such an expression bears
only the shell of the truth—only a
watered-down rendering that does
more harm than good.
The truth is that it’s exclusive to
greet your neighbor with “Happy
Holidays” because you’re leaving
them out of the reason for the
season. It’s like telling your friend
that you’re planning a party for
someone but omitting the name of
the person you’re honoring. This
Christmas season, let’s be inclusive
by sharing with everyone the good
news of the birth of the Savior,
because love was born for all of us.
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Providence is Not What You Think
City Unfairly Represented by
Negative Stereotypes
Guest Commentary
PROVIDENCE
Society labels us as delinquents,
but in reality we are all equal. As
high school students in Providence,
we are aware of all the stereotypes
against us. People who do not live
in Providence look at it and assume
we are all involved in gangs, we
don’t care about our futures, and we
are all “ghetto.” People label us like
this because in the news they see
bad stories about shooting, drugs,
and robberies. A lot of people are
afraid of coming to Providence due
to these stereotypes. This affects us
because it makes our whole city look
dangerous.
We handed out surveys to 60
students at E-cubed Academy, a high
school less than a mile away from
Providence College, to find the truth
behind these stereotypes.
In our survey, we asked 60
students what they thought or knew
about their lives. As a result, we
found that 88 percent of the students
surveyed are not involved in gangs.
68 percent of the students plan on
going to college. We have dreams
about our futures, whether they
involve college or not. Over half
of the participants said they have
played a part in community service
projects. Likewise, we found that
55 percent of students participate in
extracurricular activities.
One student stated, “I feel that
[Providence] has hope, but people
must take responsibility for their

actions/non actions.” This proves that
we are working on our community
and our futures. We break the
negative stereotypes. We play sports,
work, and spend time with our
friends and family. Even though we
have small issues, we have more
positive influences than negative
influences.
Stereotypes are a problem because
people often take their own mental
picture of a type of person and
generalize. People are categorized
without
taking
everyone’s
individuality into consideration.
That makes a big effect in our society
because it’s offensive and alienates
certain groups. For example, people
from outside of Providence say that it
is “ghetto” because of what they hear
in the news.
We have lived here long enough
to know that Providence is a friendly
place. Schools play a big role because
they keep a lot of high school students
out of gang violence. Our surveys
show us that high school students are
involved in activities to improve the
community they live in.
We should all recognize that we
are not acting fairly if we treat people
differently because of negative
stereotypes and prejudices. Each one
of us deserves to be considered a
unique human being.
Article written by Charlie Montas,
Thania Cordon, Jonathan Ortega,
Oscar Marroquin, Ebonie Silvia, and
Josemar Dossantos, who are juniors
at E-Cubed Academy, and submitted
on their behalf by Anne Ruelle ’13.

Letters to the Editor

Domoe Wants “ Vagina Monologues”
Performed on Campus
Having received a notice in the mail of a piano sale from Nov. 23 – 25 at the
Smith Center at Providence College, I have offered to purchase a quality piano
and to help support PC. I will purchase a piano unseen. However, I want a quid
pro quo. If PC will allow the delightful college girls to stage a performance in
early 2013 of the Vagina Monologues in the Smith Center, then I will make my
purchase. After all, this consists of equality. No Vagina Monologues, then I will
not purchase a piano. Have a good day!
Most sincerely,
Russel P. Demoe ’73, ’82G

Check Out the New Things in Ray
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Think You’re Pro-Life?
Consider the
Nonhuman Mammal
by Ryan Edward Sullivan ’13
Guest Commentary
SOCIETY

The Bible’s metaphysical and
sacrosanct distinction between
“man” and “beast” introduces the
moral permissibility of speciesism:
discriminating
and
arbitrarily
assigning values to others based
on species membership. God
made killing animals morally
permissible in biblical times, as
human consumption of meat was
a necessity due to the scarcity
of food. Such positive precepts
of natural law are dependent
on circumstances: they are not
unconditionally
or
globally
binding. Today, we don’t eat meat
out of necessity, we rationalize
our consumption of dead animals
through selfish excuses appealing
to habit, tradition, convenience,
and pleasure.
Consuming
food
labeled
“humanely
slaughtered,”
“kosher,” “organic,” “sustainable,”
“cruelty-free,” “free-range,” and
“local,” rationalizes the treatment
of animals; such labels differ only
in degree from rationalizations
like “natural” rape, “crueltyfree” slavery, and “humane”
abortion. Our arbitrary treatment
of nonhuman mammals (dogs and
cats are pets, while pigs, sheep,
and cows are food) is premised
on speciesism, and an example of
“moral schizophrenia,” or muddled
moral judgments of nonhuman
animals.
To analyze speciesism further,
consider: if racism is wrong,
then speciesism is wrong; racism
is wrong; therefore, speciesism
is wrong. To demonstrate this
argument’s
unsoundness,
one
must establish that speciesism is
unanalogous to racism; or that
racism is wrong, but speciesism
isn’t wrong by appealing to
exclusively
human
attributes
(e.g.
“personhood,”
“intrinsic
value,”
“souls,”
“knowing
God”). However, these human
attributes are morally irrelevant
for discriminating against certain

animals: beings lacking exclusively
human attributes are discriminated
ipso facto for not being humans in the
first place. Perhaps discrimination
against animals can be justified
on the basis of a difference in
degree rather than one of kind.
If this were true, then why not
discriminate against humans that
differ only in degree from us, like
mentally incapacitated humans?
Merely “because they’re humans”
resorts back to speciesism. Thus,
if discrimination against mentally
incapacitated humans is wrong,
then a morally sufficient reason is
necessary to justify discrimination
against certain animals.
The strongest argument I can
make for the moral status of
animals is on behalf of nonhuman
mammals. All mammals are sentient
beings with varying degrees of
self-awareness, mental cognition,
motivation, emotion, and memory.
Because there are no morally
relevant
differences
between
nonhuman mammals and humans,
neither species membership (kind)
nor degrees of variation between
nonhuman mammals and humans
are relevant for excluding any
nonhuman mammals from genuine
moral consideration.
Therefore, the killing of nonhuman
mammals by humans is prima-facie
morally wrong, unless the moral
wrongness of the killing can be
overridden by necessity.
Believing there’s no moral
inconsistency in being “pro-life”
and eating nonhuman mammals
requires “moral schizophrenic”
rationalizations that appeal to
speciesism. Genuine compassion
and moral concern for other species
doesn’t mean you ought to use
utilitarian calculus to determine
your moral decisions.
What it means is recognizing
that nonhuman mammals, at the
very least, deserve our compassion
and moral concern as much as any
other defenseless and voiceless
human victim. Do not exaggerate
the societal implications of my
apologia; appeal only to your
virtues of prudence and humility
when considering its merit.

Stu, our general manager of dining services, came aboard a few years ago,
and at that time, he was preparing to make improvements in Ray Dining Hall.
As these improvements came to be, a semester at a time, it was cheered on by
all of us.
The students love the comment board that states, “We heard you, you talked,
we listened.” There are things these students would like and things that they
have right now that please them. Stop by, visit the board, and write a few words.
Now, let me tell you about the new lounge area. It is a great place where
students love to hang out, meet and greet one and all, and make plans for the
weekend. Do you want to meet someone new? This is the place.
The gluten free section ranks high on the list for those who need it. A family
stated that it was the best after visiting many schools. Way to go, Stu!
The new crock bowls for soup are a major hit and avoid many spills. Yay!
Flo’s to Go resides in its new home and has been a great experience for all.
Way to go, Flo.
Raymond Hall has a fantastic work crew, which includes all shifts. The
huddle (a get-together) that we have every day lets us regroup as a team, and
management gives us their input on what’s happening here in the dining hall.
Come see us at the new Ray and stay awhile.
Sincerely,
Dot and Ann
Sodexo workers
GENEVIEVE ILG ’14/THE COWL
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What is first on your Christmas
list this year?

“Money for study abroad in the fall.”
Kara Howard ’15

“An iPhone!”
Tiffany Donohue ’13

“James Bond movies...all of them!”
Hank Nelson ’14

“A nice tire alignment!”
Kevin Donovan ’15

“Plane tickets to see our boyfriends.”
Danielle Wragg ’16, Katie Kages ’16,
Heloise Dubois ’16, Melissa Brian ’16

“A new watch!”
Brian Motherway ’15

“Salvation for all!”
-Jesus Christ

Photography
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JESSICA HO ’14/ THE COWL
SAADIA AHMAD ’14/ THE COWL ABOVE:
ABOVE:
On Nov. 29, BMSA and the Office of Residence Life brought
SHEPARD held a vigil and discussion in memory of those killed on account of their
in Nathan Stodghill from MTV’s The Real World: San Diego,
transgender status on Nov. 29, the Transgender Day of Remembrance.
who spoke about suicide prevention and awareness.

MORGAN PEKERA ’15/ THE COWL ABOVE:
MERYL ERTELT ’13/ THE COWL
ABOVE:
The Council for Exceptional Children and the Education Club held a
Dr. Stephen Mecca of the EPS department discussed the current
student disability panel on Wednesday, November 28.
state of public health in Ghana and his research in sanitation and
BELOW:
health during the “Tippy Taps for Ghana” event on Dec. 4.
On Dec. 5, Women Will sponsored a shopping event featuring products
BELOW:
from Bead For Life, an organization dedicated to eradicating poverty.
An open, facilitated discussion entitled “Friction or Fellowship: Is PC
a Community?” on Dec. 4, addressed race, the Catholic Church, and
the racial dynamics of PC.

JESSICA HO ’14/ THE COWL

Friar Santa Spreading Christmas Joy

by Julia Christ ’13
MORGAN PEKERA ’15/ THE COWL

Compiled by Saadia Ahmad ’14, Photo Editor, and Rebecca Brophy ’13, Assistant Photo Editor
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Merry Christmas, Happy Holidays,
and best wishes for a happy new
year from The Cowl!
Various Photos By Saadia Ahmad ’14, Rebecca Brophy ’13, Jessica Ho ’14 Morgan Pekera ’15
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FINALS WEEK PLAYLIST
3) “Die Young”—Ke$ha
This song has such a great
message: You might actually die
young if you do not pass one of your
science cores. Or that could just be
me. Thanks, Botany.

by Haley Webster ’14
A&E Staff
MUSIC

Admit it, you spend half of your
time in the library during finals week
trying to find the perfect list of tracks
to help you get through your endless
studying. This playlist has been handpicked for your listening pleasure. It
is a unique blend of tracks to get you
through the “most wonderful time of
year.”
1) “Ocean”—The John Butler Trio
You really cannot go wrong with
JBT for a solid study session, but
“Ocean” is over five minutes of pure
instrumental bliss. If you cannot focus
while listening to this baby, then you
are really in for it this week.
2) “Christmas Lights”—Coldplay
One of Coldplay’s hidden gems,
this soothing track’s holiday theme
will distract you from your finals
week stress and lull you into a wintery
calmness. Beware of its lullaby-esque
nature that may allow you to drift off
longer than anticipated.

4) “Good Day”—Nappy Roots
This track will remind you that
there will, in fact, be good days
ahead, maybe not this week, but they
are in the distant future. That is, the
future that does not involve three
fifteen-page papers.
5) “Incomplete and Insecure”—
The Avett Brothers
Not only is the track title exactly
how I feel when I walk into any final,
but the first line of the song epitomizes
my paper writing abilities: “I haven’t
finished a thing since I started my life,
don’t feel much like starting now.” In
all seriousness, similar to The John
Butler Trio, The Avett Brothers are a
studying classic, and this track is sure
to not disappoint.

stress. If I could serenade coffee (or my
girl at Dunks who knows my order by
heart) with a song, this would be the
one.

7) “I Get Crazy”—Nicki Minaj
Similar to “Die Young,” this song will
remind you of a time when you had a
social life and saw people in a setting
outside of the quiet zone of Philips
Memorial Library.
8) “Towers”—Bon Iver
I could not even remotely tell you
what this song is about, but it is by far
one of the most beautiful things I have
ever had the pleasure of listening to. No
amount of Civ studying can take away
from the beauty of this ballad.

6) “You’re All I Need to Get By”—
Marvin Gaye and Tammi Terrell
Not only should Motown be at
least 25 percent of any studying
playlist, but this Marvin Gaye jam is
especially pertinent to the finals week
PHOTOS COURTESY OF SUPPORT.APPLE.COM
PHOTOS COURTESY OF DAVEYWAVEYFITNESS.COM

*SLAVIN* SPOTLIGHT
by Marisa Urgo ’14
A&E Staff
FEATURE
Slavin is one of the most popular
campus spots, not just because it is the
home of many student organizations,
but also because it offers a wonderland
of delicious foods. As a junior, I have had
the pleasure of sampling each station
in my PC career and encourage you
to spend those Friar Bucks at Alumni
Food Court. Recommendations for
each station include:
Grill: The grill is classic and offers
a variety of options for Take 3. My
personal favorite is the chicken patty
with hot sauce, lettuce, and a bit of blue
cheese. If you are not into hot sauce,
nothing beats a Garden Burger (burger
with peppercorn sauce, pickles, and
lettuce) and some curly fries (curly
beats shoestring every time).
Ultimate Baja: When it comes to
eating, it is best to keep an open mind.
Even if you do not think you like the
“baja” or mostly Mexican diet offered
at Ultimate Baja, it is at least worth
a try. The soft shell tacos with rice,
beans, and meat are your best option
if you like to keep it plain. There is
also a substitute for grilled vegetables

instead of meat. If you are looking to
get the “ultimate” experience, then
the burrito is the way to go.
Sushi Do: Words can’t express how
excited I am that there is sushi on
campus. It is convenient, affordable,
and delicious. If you have never tried
sushi before, it is best to start with
a vegetable roll to get used to the
unusual taste of seaweed. If you are
already a pro, go for the spicy tuna.
Yella’s: Hands down, the buffalo
chicken wrap is the way to go. The
combination of chicken, buffalo sauce,
shredded lettuce, tomatoes, and
blue cheese dressing will leave spice
dancing in your mouth. Secondly,
the Yella’s Submarine is definitely
worth trying. All of the sandwiches
are made with precision and are
carefully crafted. Do not forget to get
a pickle on the side!
Slice of Life: You cannot go wrong
with the pizza that is served with
just the right amount of crunch. Slice
of Life offers not just plain cheese
pizza, but daily specials that always
look appealing. If you are looking to
experiment at this station, the chicken
parmesan sandwich is a good choice.
In addition to these great options,
there is also the salad bar and a variety
of soups. I still hold the opinion that
the Take 3 option is one of the best

ideas to ever happen on campus. If you
have not been taking advantage of it, it
is time you do. No matter what kind of
food you are in the mood for, Slavin has
it. It will be quick, convenient, and you
can be sure it is of the best quality.

Yella’s—
Ultimate Baja—
Sushi Do—
PHOTOS COURTESY OF highstylewalldecals.com
PHOTO COURTESY OFTURKEYHILLSTORES.COM

PHOTOS COURTESY OF blog.stratfordschools.com
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WHY Am I STILL WATCHING............?
by Kelly Laske ’16
A&E Staff
TELEVISION
In September 2011, Fox, a network
known more for its primetime mystery
shows and random reality TV hits, threw
viewers and critics a curveball by releasing
the sitcom New Girl. Like many others,
I tuned into New Girl on the night of its
premiere because the constant promotions
had caught my attention.
Going along with the current trend of
having the show revolve around a leading
lady, New Girl is a show about an awkward,
quirky girl, Jess (Zooey Deschanel), who
moves into an apartment with three guys
she has never met before. The guys, Nick
(Jake Johnson), Schmidt (Max Greenfield),
and Winston (Lamorne Morris), had no
idea what they were in for when they
picked Jess as a roommate through an ad
they put up on Craigslist. While they find
Jess to be full of quirks and are stunned by
her weird everyday tasks, the show also
focuses on their not-so-together lives.
Nick, a law school dropout, cannot seem
to get his life on track and is constantly told
to “grow up.” Schmidt, on the other hand,
is a successful, materialistic businessman
who thinks he is the definition of a ladies’
man, but his roommates would beg to
differ. Winston, a former basketball player,
has no idea of what he should do with
all his extra free time. It is safe to say that
none of them could have imagined how

N e w G ir l

quickly their lives would change when
Jess walked through their apartment door
for the first time. New Girl is comparable
to hits such as Friends or King of Queens
because episodes can be watched out of
order without confusing the viewer. It
is safe to say New Girl was an instant hit,
snagging seven total Emmy and Golden
Globe nominations.
Why am I still watching New Girl? I
cannot stop watching New Girl because of
the characters and the situations they get
themselves into. If Jess is not being bullied
by one of her own students, or becoming
best friends with her teenage neighbors,
she is accidentally being mistaken for a
guy’s blind date.

The reason why the show is so
appealing is because we have all been in
situations, and while to us they would
be so embarrassing, we would be afraid
to show our faces, while Jess simply
embraces them. Instead of running away
or hiding, Jess deals with the situation in
the most awkward way possible. In other
words, Jess is relatable to the average 16
to 25-year-old. The things that happen to
her can happen to anybody, but we get the
opportunity to feel a little bit humiliated
for her while laughing with her.
While Jess is definitely the main
attraction on the show, it would be nothing
without her crazy roommates. One of the
main reasons why I am still watching is

because of Schmidt, the “ladies’ man” who
cannot seem to get a lady. I have never met
anyone like Schmidt before, so getting to
listen to his ridiculous comments every
week is such a treat.
Finally, it is great to see somewhat
unknown actors become instant
superstars. Besides Deschanel, the other
actors had barely walked the red carpet
and are now seen all over Hollywood
and throughout the tabloids. I never
know what awkward encounter Jess is
going to have next, but that is why I am
still watching.

PHOTOS COURTESY OF FOX.COM
PHOTO COURTESY OF EXTRATEXTUAL.TV

Girl Meets World...?!
the pilot episode of Girl Meets World
will draw a lot of attention. Plenty
of people will tune in to see if Cory
and Topanga make an even more
perfect couple than they did in their
high school days, and the curiosity
surrounding their daughter, Riley,
will be palpable. As more loose ends
get pulled together, more details
of the spinoff are sure to arise. The
success of the show is entirely up to
the viewership, but something tells me
that the excitement associated with the
news of Girl Meets World will suffice to
reignite the spark started by Boy Meets
World.

by Alanna Smith ’14
A&E Staff
MOVIES
It is finally happening, people—Boy
Meets World has borne a spinoff. And
this is not just any spinoff, this is one
in which the actors who graced our
clunky, non-high definition television
screens of the ‘90s as Cory and Topanga
(Ben Savage and Danielle Fishel,
respectively) are reprising their roles.
It is still unknown whether the rest
of the original cast will return, but a
BMW spinoff deserves the presence of
characters like Mr. Feeny and Shawn.
According to the buzz circulating
around this highly anticipated show,
Cory and Topanga will be the proud
parents of 13-year-old Riley, whose life
will be the central focus of the show.
It is hard to imagine anyone not being
excited over this revelation because,
let’s face it, this is something we have
all been secretly hoping for since Boy
Meets World’s final episode aired in
2000. It has been a long 12 years, but
now we can anxiously await the arrival
of the pilot episode of Girl Meets World
and pray that it lives up to our high
expectations.
Given that Michael Jacobs, the
same man who created and produced
the original show, is returning for
this spinoff, it is safe to assume that
he will not let down every American
born in the 1990s—a daunting task
to accomplish, but not impossible.
Furthermore, the show will air on
Disney Channel, which has always

PHOTO COURTESY OF IGN.COM

been home to some of the greatest
shows of our childhoods. Not to say
that what is currently airing on Disney
Channel is great, especially with the
end of Wizards of Waverly Place, which
essentially brought the Disney Golden
Age to a sad end. It is almost cruel to
think that kids today have to settle
with watching Shake It Up, A.N.T.
Farm, and Fish Hooks while we got
to enjoy classics like That’s So Raven,
Lizzie McGuire, and Hannah Montana.
However, GMW will hopefully bring
back the reign of Disney Channel and
maybe even lead to more new shows
that can provide television viewing
equality between our generation and
the generations after us.
The real question is whether
GMW will survive. Those of us who
gleefully watched Boy Meets World

back in the 20th century are all grown
up now, and I am not sure if Girl
Meets World will fit into our hectic
college-student schedules. And as for
today’s generation of kids, despite
their immense amounts of free time
during every single day, will they truly
appreciate GMW? They will likely
enjoy it if it is good enough, but it
really will not be the same for them as
it would be for us. This is something
that has been 12 years in the making:
to see Cory and Topanga happily
married, raising a family together, and
as in love as ever before warms every
crevice of peoples’ hearts. They are
the epitome of a perfect couple, and
they perpetuate a love that viewers
love to watch grow and flourish:
what could be more sublime?
There is no doubt in my mind that

PHOTO COURTESY OF fanart.tv
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Life of Pi Film Brings Book to Life
by Katherine Bacino ’14
A&E Staff
REVIEW
When I found out that my favorite
book was being made into a film (no,
I am not talking about Twilight), I was
beyond excited to visit the theaters
during the holidays and observe
how Yann Martel’s masterpiece, Life
of Pi, would manifest itself on the big
screen. What I saw by far exceeded my
expectations, and I was amazed by the
film’s ability to tie in the philosophical
profundity in the book with the
adventure story that comprised the
film. Just to give a basic background
(spoiler-free), the film is based on Pi
Patel, an Indian boy who grew up on a
zoo and was fascinated by religion. Pi
somehow finds himself shipwrecked
in a boat with a tiger in the middle
of the ocean. Pi Patel narrates this
story, which he claims “will make you
believe in God.”
The film is directed by Academy
Award winner Ang Lee (Brokeback
Mountain and Crouching Tiger, Hidden
Dragon) and has been called “the
next Avatar” by Time Magazine.

Although it does not transport the
audience into an alternate universe,
Life of Pi highlights the marvels of the
natural world and the beauty that exists
within the globe in its pure, untouched
state. The audience will travel through
India, Quebec, and uncharted islands
while witnessing breathtaking Indian
traditions and landscapes, powerful
gut-wrenching storms, and the magic
of the unknown natural world. The
brilliant oceans, gargantuan forests,
and ancient architecture that seems
more a part of nature than a juxtaposed
reality, are trumped, however, by the
fascinating close encounters
with
exotic
animal
species.
Slithering
snakes, an island
of meerkats, and
animals that live
deep
beneath
the
ocean
surface are all

introduced. Even within the opening
credits, the audience observes a tour
of the animals in Patel’s zoo. One clip
of this series focused on a particularly
adorable sloth, and I was not the
slightest bit bored watching him just
hang there and munch on a leafy twig.
The most incredible animal of
the film was, of course, the majestic
Richard Parker, the tiger that appears
throughout the majority of the film and
acts as much like Pi’s foe as his friend.
Technological innovation makes it
seem as though Mr. Parker is as human
and relatable as his shipwrecked
counterpart. This relationship will
challenge each viewer, and as you leave
the film, you may just find yourself in
deep thought about the basic, primal
state of our human relationships.
Another miraculous feature of
Life of Pi was its ability to intertwine
universalism and religion throughout
the film’s plot. Without
being

overly zealous about sharing religious
doctrine, Life of Pi ties in the key
components of multiple religious
paths into one human experience.
A wonderful example of the
multidimensional identity associations
we have in the globalized world, a
“Christian-Muslim-Hindu Indian living
in French Canada” makes a lot more
sense than it seems on paper.
Suraj Sharma makes his first film
appearance as the young Pi and truly
does a commendable job incorporating
his character’s curiosity, intelligence,
humor, grief, and tenacity. The older
Pi narrating his story is played by a
more recognizable Irrfan Khan, who
played Rajit Ratha in The Amazing
Spider-Man earlier this year and who
also appeared in Slumdog Millionare
and The Darjeeling Limited. A cinematic
spectacular that will leave you equally
ready for a meditation, mass, or a move
to the jungle, Life of Pi will open your
eyes to the beauty of the natural world,
the nature of relationships,
and ideas of religion that
may not make you believe
in God, but will make
you think about religion’s
purpose in our world.

EDITOR VS. EDITOR
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Sarah O’Brien

This Week: Favorite Christmas Cookie
Sarah Dombroski

Her Choice: Chocolate Chip
Her Views: ‘Twas the night before finals and all through
the dorm, students were awake, studying up a storm. The
rosaries were hung and everyone prayed, in hopes that
Sparknotes would save their grade. And when finally
they nestled all snug in their beds, visions of chocolate
chip cookies danced in their heads. HAPPY CHRISTMAS*
TO ALL, AND TO ALL A CHOCOLATE CHIP COOKIE.
*Other holidays may be inserted. But not other cookies.
Her Views on Dombroski: Hey there, suga. Go right
ahead and leave some Christmas-themed sugar cookies out
for Santa, but expect the quality of gifts you receive to go
way down. Lists aside, choosing sugar over chocolate chip
is plain naughty. Why choose those boring “cookies” over
a nice, warm, chocolatey cookie? There’s just something
about the classic chocolate chip that makes me chipper. Now
lose that chip on your shoulder, and go eat some cookies.
(P.S. Sorry, gingerbread man, there’s always next year...)

Her Choice: Sugar
Her Views: “Decorate-your-own” sugar cookies are a
Christmas tradition in my household and should be a
Christmas staple everywhere. It fosters creativity while
simultaneously crafting a delectable dessert. These
“queen bees” of the Christmas cookie platter are sassy
and command attention before any other dessert with
their flair for color and need fo’ bling (sprinkles). They
are festive, feisty, and fabulous, plus—a little homemade
charm never hurt anyone.
Her Views on O’Brien: Chocolate chip cookies are
the most average cookie on a Christmas cookie platter. If
chocolate chip cookies were a person, its favorite color
would be blue. They are the antithesis of self-decorated
Christmas cookies. I love chocolate chip, but am
currently being a hater because Sarah chose the least
festive cookie humanly possible. I feel the need to dress
them up in an ugly sweater or something to draw some
Christmas cheer. Sorry Sarah, you can win most, but you
can’t win them all.

PHOTOS COURTESY steceheartstill.blogspot.com
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Journalism:
What Every Young Journalist Needs
to Know to Break into the Field
by
Mallary Tenore ‘07

Hosted by
The Cowl

Co
wl

Sponsored by
Student Affairs

Thursday, December 6
The Fishbowl
8:00 pm

www.bigtonyspizzari.com
525 Eaton Street,
Providence, RI
Visit our facebook
at BIG TONY RI
PC CARD
ACCEPTED
Handtossed, Brick

Oven, NY Style
Thin Crust Pizza
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WINTERSESSION
• Accelerated one- and two-week terms on-campus
• Convenient four-week term online
• Affordable tuition — $915 a three-credit course
For approved courses, visit www.providence.edu/dean-office
To learn more, scan the QR code, call the School of Continuing Education at 401.865.2487,
or visit

www.providence.edu/SCE
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SMITH CENTER UPDATE
Coming up next semester...

THE ILLUSION

February 1-3 & 8-10

CURTAINS, A MUSICAL
April 12-14 & 19-21

SPRING DANCE CONCERT
April 27 & 28

STUDENT FILM FESTIVAL
May 2nd

Department of Theatre, Dance & Film
www.providence.edu/theatre (401) 865 - 2218

UMass Law–
lawadmissions@umassd.edu • umassd.edu/law

make history with us
 ABA provisionally accredited
 Affordable tuition, frozen through AY 2014-15
 Scholarships & fellowships
 Exceptionally diverse student population
 Flexible full-time, part-time programs
 Day & evening classes

OPEN HOUSE
Thursday, January 24, 6:30 pm

 JD – JD/MBA – JD/MPP
 3 + 3 program

To register, please call 508.985.1110
333 Faunce Corner Rd, No. Dartmouth, MA
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THE HOUSES WITH THE IRISH NAMES

GALWAY

EDENDERRY

LIMERICK

133 Pinehurst Avenue

98-100 Eaton Street

29 Huxley Avenue

CASTLEBAR

TIPPERARY

TOLLAMORE

127-129 Pinehurst Avenue

141-143 Pembroke Avenue

138-140 Radcliffe Avenue

CLAREMORRIS

KILLARNEY

94-96 EATON STREET

93 Pinehurst Avenue

A

legacy of college homes where generations of PC’s most discerning students have
created friendships for life. The charming Houses With The Irish Names are
located in the finer, safer neighborhoods of the Providence College community.
Prestige, safety and responsive, 24/7, personalized service by the owner, differentiate
these beautifully appointed homes from typical mass student housing in other areas. We
offer fewer homes to better serve our student residents. These unique homes book faster,
so call Stan today.
Stan Kizlinski • Cell Phone, 401-316-8457 • Email, skizlinski@verizon.net

ErinStudentLiving.com
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And So this Is

Christmas
by Melanie Souchet ’14
Portfolio Staff
fiction
I glared venomously at the piece of
paper in front of me. I was fairly certain
that the fact that I’d written it was a sign
that I was legitimately going mad. I
had to use a rhyming dictionary just to
figure out that I could rhyme “badly”
and “gladly." How was I supposed to
write a serious poem to finish off this
take-home final?
In this case, the “take home” part
was a bit more literal than the professor
had probably intended. Since it was an
assignment I could email in, I just went
home early. The temperature whiplash
between my New England college
and my southern home was alarming.
The nights here were pretty chilly, but
they were still warmer than the days
at school. The heat was nice, but the
lack of snow had me mildly depressed.
There had been snow in New England.
It felt like Christmas. Here, there
was only the sun-toughened grass,
definitely green against the contrast
of the Christmas music playing in my
headphones.
When I thought about it, the color of
the grass wasn’t the only thing that had
been most Christmas-y about college.
There was the snow, the blustery air. It

had the absence of several things that
home did have, mainly my younger
siblings being loud and ruining my
whole Deep Christmas Contemplation.
It was a bit hard to think deeply about
the meaning of Christmas when you
had not one, but two grade-schoolers
talking about the myriad things
they wanted this year. Most of them
involved transforming robots.
There was the fact that basically
everything down south seemed to be
related to Christmas in a way that was
a complete antithesis to traditional
movie Christmases. No snow, as
already discussed, and no hot drinks.
No fireplaces—well, no real ones. We
had a fireplace that ran on gas with
logs faker than an aging moving star’s
nose. It wasn’t the roaring bundle of
fogs that welcomed Santa Claus in all
the movies.
Very few Christmas sweaters.
Though the fact that the air was
getting colder (especially by southern
standards) meant that you saw the
occasional bad Christmas sweater, it
didn’t have the same effect that it did
back up north. And no, Christmas
T-shirts were not the same thing. The
tacky mall Santas seemed even tackier,
and you knew that deep down there
wouldn’t be that mystery snowfall that
always happened on TV.
I growled and got up. I wasn’t going
to be doing any writing, not now, not

in here. I needed a drink. I moved from
my room to the kitchen, intending
to just grab a drink and maybe some
chips along the way. The family dog, a
hyperactive beast whom we all loved
despite ourselves, stared at me intently
as I walked past him. “You know,
you’re not supposed to be stirring,”
I whispered. “That was kind of the
whole point of that part of the poem.”
The dog gave me this look that
said he would darn well do as he
pleased before settling down in front
of the plastic surgery fireplace. I was
grabbing my chips when I noticed
that someone had left the lights on in
the other room. Not all the lights, just
the Christmas tree ones. My parents
were the sort of people who put up
our tree the day after Thanksgiving,
sometimes the same day if they were
feeling particularly impatient. I went
to turn the tree off for them—no one
was awake to see it—but as I entered
the room, something stopped me.
I hadn’t really gotten a good look
at the tree since I got home the day
before. It was a fake tree, not entirely
decorated, and some of the lights still
didn’t work. And yet, as it sat there,
the only light source in the room,
it looked…beautiful. It didn’t need
snow, or a mass amount of presents
(though I knew those would be under
there eventually). It was gorgeous all
on its own.

Maybe I wouldn’t need the snow
either, I thought.
Heck, the more I thought about it,
the more of my imagined Christmas-y
constructs that we had at college and
not here were kind of superfluous.
Lots of people didn’t have snow at
Christmas. Really, the mall Santas
here were equally tacky. And you
know what? I hated Deep Christmas
Contemplation. I wanted to be naïve
and greedy like my baby siblings.
And the fake fireplace had its charms,
though I still hated how it smelled.
And the lack of Christmas sweaters
only made the times that I did see them
all the more special.
I could draw myself out of this
finals-induced Christmas-related funk
and enjoy myself. I knew it. Because
that Dr. Seuss cartoon might have been
corny (though not as corny as the other
ones), but it had a point.
I guess that made me the Grinch in
the equation. Huh.
It was a stupid realization, I
realized, and so cliché. But hey, now I
had something to write a poem about.
My parents found me asleep next to
the tree with my laptop. I had written
a poem, and three pages of the letter j
and/or a semicolon.
That part I didn’t send in.
The rest got me a decent grade.

Photo courtesy of freeppt.net
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The Year We Found Out
About Santa
by Elizabeth O’Neill ’16
Portfolio Staff
We left cookies and milk
On the plate that said Santa’s Cookies and
In the mug that said Santa’s Milk
And we wrote a letter,
Well-worded, the epitome of eloquence.
Dear Santa,
Love us.
And we made Reindeer Food,
Which we seemed to remember as being
Oats and glitter,
And we sprinkled the Reindeer Food on the front lawn
Because everyone knows reindeer are not
Inside animals.
And then we crawled into our beds
And tried to sleep for hours
But our hearts were beating too fast
And we were listening too closely
For the prancing and pawing of each little hoof
Until finally
Exhaustion became us
And we fell asleep.
And in the morning we were awake by six
Even though we had been warned not to wake the parents up
Until at least eight,
A lifetime of waiting.
And finally, Daddy first, just to make sure
“The coast is clear,”
We padded downstairs,
Little bundles of anticipation,
More excited for this than we’d been for anything.
And yes, we confirmed that Santa’s reindeer ate their food,
And Santa ate our cookies,
Drank our milk,
And left a reply letter
Almost as nice as our letter.
Yes, this was the year
That when I read the letter to the family,
I noticed
How similar Santa’s handwriting was to my father’s.
Photo courtesy of Alcide Nikopol
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Dear Sally,
The term “playing the field”
exists for a reason. I’m here to
offer you a fabulous loophole:
it’s not cheating if you’re at
least 50 miles away from your
significant other. So, if you live
in Baltimore and he hails from San Francisco,
you’re for sure in the clear. I advise that you
keep your philosophically inclined man and
explore the prospects at home. That way, should
you fail in your attempts to find someone worth
your financial while, you still have someone to
cuddle you when you’re homeless. But don’t let
this make you cocky, Sals. Use your time at home
wisely. Frequent the local bars, get down in the
clubs, and create an eHarmony account if need
be. Don’t be ashamed to enter the classifieds,
either. SpoiledBlondeSeekingRichJuicer. Oh,
how the men will rush in.
Good Luck,

Making PC an emotionally stable place one
letter at a time

This Week:
Christmas Crux
Dear Tiffany and Earl,
I’ve started dating a really, really nice
philosophy major this semester. He
treats me like an angel, always tells
me how sweet I am, and is the furthest
thing from controlling. There’s just one
catch: his jobs prospects come May
aren’t looking so good. What’s a girl to
do? Do I ditch the pauper and look for
someone richer at home?
Sincerely,
Shallow Sally

Bail out, idiot.
Love don't pay the bills.

Your future employer,

PORTFOLIO
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What a Writer Wants
for Christmas....
Dear Santa,
I’ve been thinking long and hard about my Christmas wish,
and I’ve come to a few conclusions. I’m going to be unselfish
this year; I will wish for something for the betterment of all
humankind. Now what could that wish possibly be? Will I wish
for world peace? Perhaps I should ask for an end to world
hunger, or for your bringing a stop to all war. No, Santa. I have
a complaint that trumps all of those, an evil so devious and
heinous that it would bring even a grown man to his knees. I
ask you, Santa, for the good of humanity and to put my writer’s
soul to rest, please make people stop putting prepositions at
the end of sentences.
-Mason Sciotti ’15

Dear Santa,
All I want for Christmas is to remember how to rhyme,
Because it seems I’ve forgotten how to make a line.
Ballads, sonnets, couplets, and even my own schemes,
Now make me very frustrated and want to scream.
What kind of poet cannot make a rhyme seem clean?
I’ll tell you, the kind that can’t even make words gleam.
Can’t you see without these rhymes I’m nothing but
A man who wants to write, but is always getting stuck.
So if you help me rhyme my lines once again,
I’ll write you a poem that won’t offend.
-Justin Fernandez ’15
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Dear Santa,
For Christmas, I’d like a pony, a plastic rocket, and for the
Oxford comma to be re-instated. I mean, why did they get rid
of that in the first place? We all use it. It’s not hurting anyone. It
clarifies long lists, and it’s just a little comma. It’s like removing
Pluto from the planet list. I don’t understand.
Anyway, Merry Christmas.
P.S. If you can do anything about making interrobang an actual
punctuation mark, that would be great, too.
-Melanie Souchet ’14

Dear Santa,
I don’t know how it happened, but somehow I ended up with
roommates who are all biology majors. It’s not a bad thing,
they’re all great people and some of my closest friends, but
when it comes to talking about majors with people that have
four-hour labs, mine seems to be taken a little less seriously. It’s
not just my roommates though; a lot of people think, “Hey, we
speak English, so that major must be pretty easy.” Wrong. As
I finish my 200 pages of reading due Monday and get started
on the four papers I have due over the next two weeks, I find
myself wishing that this wasn’t the case.
-Kiernan Dunlop ’14

Dear Santa,
Like any budding English major, I
would love to have a job upon my
graduation. Said employment would
preferably not be in the food services
industry, but I’m not picky. Oh, and
let's figure out that Middle East.
-Keely Mohin ’14
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Earn a graduate degree
that works for you.
CHANGE THE WAY THE WORLD WORKS.

The Graduate School at Worcester State University offers 28
Graduate Programs, most for under $10k. Join us to pursue a
Master’s program in one of the following areas:
• Biotechnology
• Education
• English
• Health Care Administration
• History
• Spanish

• Management
• Non-Profit Management
• Nursing
• Occupational Therapy
• Speech-Language
Pathology

To learn more, visit worcester.edu/graduate or call 508-929-8127.
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Who Will Win Rookie of In the
the Year?

Spotlight

Robert Griffen III

Andrew Luck

In regards to the NFL Rookie of the
Year, arguments can be made for a
number of players, but there is one that
stands out from the rest. That rookie is
RGIII, better known as Robert Griffin
III, quarterback for the Washington
Redskins. While the player picked one
slot ahead of him, Colts QB Andrew
Luck, has engineered a number of
impressive game-winning drives, he
does not take over a game like RGIII
can. In addition to his 17 touchdown
passes this season, Griffin has also
rushed for eight, which amounts to
three more total touchdowns than Luck
has; also turned the ball over six times
in comparison to Luck’s 16. Griffin’s
completion percentage, passer rating,
and average yards for completion also
best Luck, and his Redskins have faced
a much tougher schedule to date. He
has now won three straight division
games, leading the Redskins to a 6-6
record, just one game out of the NFC
East lead and one game out of an NFC
Wild Card spot.
Luck’s stellar stats and record cannot
be ignored, but Griffin plays in a much
tougher division and conference, and
he has engineered three division wins
in a row. This makes me lean towards
RGIII as the best rookie, and best
rookie quarterback, in the NFL to date.
It is now clear why Washington traded
so much in order to get a face of the
franchise player such as RGIII, and it
has paid clear dividends just 12 weeks
into his NFL career.

When I think of the Indianapolis
Colts, I think of Peyton Manning.
Yes, I know the whole fiasco about
him not being a Colt anymore; that
makes no difference in the fact that
a horseshoe is synonymous with
Peyton Manning.
To fill the void that Manning left
was thought to be an impossible
task. Andrew Luck did not think
so. It is hard enough to have a star
quarterback on a team; it is even
harder to replace a star with a star.
That is exactly what Indianapolis
and Luck did.
Sure, Robert Griffen III is changing
the face of the Washington Redskins.
In all honesty though, what did he
have to start with? Not much. Luck
had to step into the shadow of one
of the best quarterbacks that plays
the game and make sure it didn’t
engulf him.
Luck ranks fourth in passing
yards, 14th in net yards per attempt,
and has the unique ability to carry a
team to victory, even when playing
bad. Though RGIII has the ability
to run, Luck has the ability to be
a leader—the ability to change a
team that was at the bottom of the
rankings last year into one of the
contenders. Not to mention, Luck
can be counted on for a comeback
win. Can anything get better than
that?

-Joey Ciccarello ’16

-Bridget Stack ’13

Men’s Basketball: PC represented for the Big East, taking down Mississippi
State in the SEC-Big East challenge, 73-63. Kadeem Batts ’14 dropped a career
high 32 points for the Friars. The Friars had built a 26 point lead earlier in
the game, but Mississippi State made a crazy run towards the end to narrow
the lead to six. PC held on though for the victory. The team takes on URI
Thursday night.
Women’s Basketball: The women had a tough road trip this week, dropping
both contests on the road. The first was against Hartford 66-39. Symone
Roberts ’13 tallied 10 points in the losing effort. Then the team travelled to
Cambridge, Mass to take on Harvard. The Friars were foiled again, losing
73-59. Brianna Edwards ’13 pumped in 21 points for the Friars. Friday the
Friars take on Arizona State at Alumni.
Men’s Ice Hockey: The Friars split their home and away series against
Merrimack last weekend. They beat them in Merrimack 3-2 in overtime.
However, they dropped their home game 2-1. Tim Schaller ’13 scored two
goals for the weekend. This weekend the Friars have a huge matchup against
BC, who is ranked number two in the country.
Women’s Ice Hockey: PC had a rough weekend, dropping both games
against Boston University. The first one at home they lost 4-3. Sarah Bryant
’16 notched a career high 35 saves. Then up in Boston the Friars lost 6-4.
Nicole Anderson ’13 earned a hat trick in the losing effort. The squad will
face off against Harvard Friday in Cambridge.

In the

News

New England Champs: Men’s Rugby has won it all! The boys
finished an undefeated season on Nov. 17 with a win against
Holy Cross. The win wrapped up a 9-0 season. They qualified
for regionals in late April, and if they win, they will advance to
nationals in May.
Representing: Jon Gillies ’16 of the Men’s Hockey Team has
made the roster for the US National Junior Team. He is one of
three Hockey East players named to the squad. The camp opens
Dec. 19 in Helsinki, Finland. The final team will be announced
on Dec. 23.

A Day of Tragedy
by Sean Bailey ’14
Asst. Sports Editor
column
Big, tough, fast, emotionless,
paid to mercilessly break and smash
opposing players. If I were to create
a stereotypical professional football
player, these would be some of
the words that immediately come
to mind. As with any stereotype
though, there is more than meets
the eye.
Early Saturday morning the
world was exposed to what lays
buried underneath an athlete’s
calm, composed exterior. Jovan
Belcher, a 25-year-old linebacker
for the Kansas City Chiefs, shot and
killed his 22-year-old girlfriend
right in front of her mother. Then
he drove to the Chiefs stadium,
Arrowhead Stadium, and took
his own life. Head Coach Romeo
Crennel, General Manager Scott
Pioli, and Defensive Coordinator
Gary Gibbs were present as
Belcher thanked them for the
opportunity to play before pulling
the trigger.
From an outside perspective,
Belcher looked like he was living
a version of the American dream.
He just signed a contract worth

a couple million dollars. He was
father to a three-month-old baby
named Zoe. His girlfriend was a part
of a Chiefs wives organization, and
it looked like his career was settling
down. I watched an interview from
the Chiefs website from nearly two
years ago, and he was a well-spoken
person. He was humble and soft
spoken, not the stereotypical killer.

Clearly, though, there was something
beyond what we see.
Teammate Ryan Lilja said of
Belcher, “He was a hard-working
guy, a quiet guy. He came to work
every day and did the right things.”
The Chiefs elected to still play the
game Sunday at Arrowhead, where
Belcher spent his last moments. They
beat the Carolina Panthers 27-21,

collecting their second win of a dismal
season. Emotions spilled out throughout
the game, as Dwayne Bowe was seen
crying during warm ups. Following the
game, players from both teams joined
for a prayer.
Crennel described the atmosphere
following the game saying, “There was
no elation, they were happy they could
just get through the game.”
Lilja, who is a team
captain, echoed Crennel
saying, “It was different,
I think there were
emotions guys weren’t
used to feeling after
wins—or losses. Guys
were confused. It was
new feelings. There were
a lot of hugs, a lot of
tears, and a lot of guys
saying, ‘I love you’—and
meaning it.”
Sometimes there are
sports stories that seem
to be much bigger than
putting a ball in a hoop
or running with a piece
of pigskin. This story
is one of those. So next
time we see someone
and stereotype them,
thinking they are living
the good life, remember
this story and look
beyond the stereotypes.
PHOTO COURTESY OF ESPN
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Underneath the Helmet

The Meaning of the Mask

by Chris Szimanski ’14
Sports Staff
hockey
The tradition of goaltenders
adding artwork to personalize
their head gear can be traced back
to the late 1960s. The first goalie
to customize his mask was Gerry
Cheevers, who painted a stitch
every time a puck struck his mask.
By the end of his career, the mask
had some 300 stitches.
For the three goaltenders of the
Providence College Men’s Hockey
Team, their masks provide a canvas
to show off what is important to
them—school pride, accomplished
friends, and even a cause that is
held close at heart.
All three men admit to a lack of
creativity and left a good deal of
the design to the artist. However,
all three offered up what aspects
they wanted to be included before
turning the artist loose.
Jon Gillies ’16 has proved early
in the season to be a true game
changer. The freshman has stepped
in to fill the void left by all-time
saves leader Alex Beaudry ’12, who
graduated this past spring. Gillies’
mask begins with a black base and
incorporates several key factors
that pay tribute to the College.

The left side contains the skating
Friar, the team’s main logo, which
is embodied at center ice and by the
Friar mascot who leads the team onto
the ice each period. The right side
depicts the word “Friars” as well
as “PC,” staggered with the word
“Providence” between the letters. On
the top left portion of the mask, the
artist airbrushed what Gillies refers to
as “ghost Friars,” as numerous Friar
logos are visible through what appears
to be a white haze. Also visible on the
chin is his number, 32.
The true story behind the mask
comes on the back plate where Gillies
utilizes the space to pay tribute to
family, where he has come from,
and one special person who helped
him along the way. First, “CG10” is
present and a representation of his
relationship with his younger brother.
Next is the logo for the Indiana Ice of
the USHL, where he spent the past
two years playing junior hockey.
Gillies says this is present because
“without them, I would not be here
today.” Also present is the nickname
“Epic Win,” which is an inside joke
between him and his girlfriend’s
father.
The focal point of the mask is a
pink breast cancer ribbon with the
initials “S.F.” and the date “9.13.11.”
Gillies explains, “Growing up you
have that second mom, well, that
day cancer took her.” The back plate

provides the perfect tribute to pay
to this important woman from his
childhood.
Upon arriving in Friartown as a
freshman, Russ Stein ’13 was given
his first opportunity at a custom
mask. He knew he wanted a dark
base since he always wore plain
black masks through high school
and juniors. His first thought was to
go with the skyline of Providence,
since he knew the city of Providence
would play a big role in his life over
his four years as a Friar. The skyline
wraps around both sides of the
mask, and incorporates lightning
with the ominous dark grey and
black base. Stein joked, “It kind of
has a Batman feel to it, so that is
cool.” A distinguishing feature is
the lit up Biltmore sign atop one of
the buildings.
The artist added to the realism
by having lights sporadically lit
throughout the other buildings.
The top of the mask shows the retro
logo that was formerly used on the
grey third jerseys under former
Head Coach Tim Army. This logo
is unique to his mask as the other
two net minders did not play under
the previous regime. His jersey
number, 1, is present on the chin,
but the most unique aspect is once
again on the back plate.
On the back is a faint silhouette
of a goalie in his stance waiting for

the play, surrounded by lightning
and dark colors. “This represents
that a goalie is on his own back there;
the last line of defense,” said Stein
when asked what this represents. He
also said that the inspiration for this
came from childhood acquaintance
Jonathan Quick of the Stanley Cup
Champion LA Kings.
Nashville native Dylan Wells
’16 sports a mask with a white
base, setting him apart from his
teammates. It is very team-oriented
with the shield logo on the right
side, the school crest on the left, and
the skating Friar, and “Providence”
across the top. The chin guard has
his nickname, “Wellzy,” and his
number, 31, appears on the back
plate. The most eye catching aspect
of the mask is on the right side next
to the shield logo, where the artist
rendered a front view of the iconic
Harkins Hall. Wells made sure to
point out a particularly heinous mark
on the forehead of the mask, “Brooks
[Behling] ’16 ruined it on the second
day I had it. [It] went from a piece of
art to a piece of protection real fast.”
All three men use customization
to make their mask unique.
Whether it is through school pride,
inspiration, or tribute to a special
person from their childhood, these
three players are wearing true pieces
of art as part of their uniforms.
PHOTO COURTESY OF ATHLETIC DEPT.
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-DaNNy McNamara ’13 & Sarah Wacik ’15
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Through the Eyes of the Pep Band
by Veronica Lippert ’15
Senior Staff Writer
basketball
You would be hard-pressed to find
anyone unwilling to admit that the
Providence College student section
is disappointing. However, there are
pockets of enthusiasm, particularly
across the Dunkin’ Donuts Center
from the student section where the
PC Pep Band stands. Game day
for the Pep Band begins two hours
before tip-off when the first bus of
equipment leaves for the Dunk. The
setup process is long and complicated,
but the sound team, headed by Mike
Cirrotti ’14, has it down to a science.
The first song is played about 30
minutes before tip-off. At hockey
games they will exhaust nearly
their entire repertoire of songs. At
basketball games they play far less.
Each song also has its own set of
sound effects and choreography that
new members quickly pick up on.
Apart from the actual performance,
what Pep Band prides itself most
on is their heckling. Most of the
Pep Band walks a fine line between
endearingly loud and obnoxious,
and just annoying and not classy.
Rosters are printed out and most
opposing players are called by their
first name. The traditional chants
such as “safety school”, “airball” or
“sieve” are all popular.
It is foul distraction, though,
that Pep Band takes most seriously.
There are a number of techniques,
from Mike White ’15 standing on
the drum stool in a unicorn mask, to
screams from the back row of “Look
at my tuba!” by either Jack McShane

’15 or Warren Lucas ’14, to Pep
Band’s renditions of “Just a Friend”
and “Build Me Up Buttercup.” What
has been consistently most effective
is to simply turn the reins over to
Josh Mazick ’13. Mazick, apart from
printing off a copy of the opposing
team’s roster, will do extra research,
scouring the Internet for anything he
can use. This year he has discovered,
among other things, a coach’s son,
a fan of Justin Bieber, and a family
history blurb of every member of
the Holy Cross Men’s Basketball
Team. By the time he runs out of
interesting material, a simple “You
will not make this shot!” is sufficient
to throw their concentration.
The Pep Band does not just heckle
either. Loud cheering accompanies
almost every basket and
traditional
Friars
cheers always make an
appearance. Everyone
loves when a walk-on
steps up and earns
an opportunity to
contribute,
and
Pep Band is no
exception as its
favorite player
has
quickly
become Ted
Bancroft ’14.
As the
f i n a l
buzzer
sounds,
P e p
Band will
play “When
the Saints Go
Marching
I n ”

to close out the game, only
beginning to pack up
after most fans have
already left. Truly
the
PC
Pep
Band is what
the student
section
should be:
passionate,
l o u d ,
obnoxious,
and a lot of
fun.

PHOTO COURTESY OF SAX GONE WILD

Cotton: The Back-Up that Became the Star
Exploding Onto the Scene and To the Top

by James Kirby ’15
Sports Staff
basketball
Bryce Cotton ’14 has had a pretty
extraordinary couple of weeks. Being
fourth in the nation in scoring (PPG)
prior to the Mississippi State game
on Dec. 1 and also being featured
on ESPN’s Top 10 for his halftime
buzzer beating alley-oop layup
against Fairfield, Cotton has been
receiving national attention for
himself and the Friars. Arguably even
more impressive, and what a humble
Cotton said is more important, is
that he has led the shorthanded and
injured Friars to a 6-2 record.
Five minutes into the first game of
the season against NJIT, star point
guard Vincent Council ’13 went
down. The Dunkin’ Donuts Center
fell silent with shock. With Kris
Dunn ‘16 injured, the spotlight was
placed on Bryce Cotton to lead and
carry the Friars. Since that point, he
has not failed to score 21 points in
any game he played in excluding
the recent game against Mississippi
State in which he was taken out after

tweaking his knee, a result of being
fouled in the first half. Cotton’s effort
this season is a result of hard work
paying off. During the offseason,
he knew he had to work on his ball
handling as well as creating for
others, two keys for a point guard.
When the opportunity presented
itself, Cotton was prepared and
has thus far excelled. “It’s very
unfortunate Vince got hurt, but
thankfully I was able to prepare
myself in the summer time for a
scenario like this,” said Cotton.
Known for his three point
shooting, a big question coming
into the season was how he would
respond to the extra attention other
teams placed on him to defend. Thus
far, it looks like the extra attention
is not working as Cotton is shooting
around 40 percent from behind the
arc and a fantastic 46 percent from
the field. Regarding the success and
recognition he has already only a
month into the season, Cotton says,
“It’s been surreal, but I definitely
enjoyed it and it makes it that much
better that we have been winning.”
Looking ahead to the arrival of
Dunn and Sidiki Johnson ’15 into
the lineup, as well as the return of

Council, Cotton believes his time at
point guard has not only benefitted
himself, but also his teammates, who
have had to play different roles because
of the short roster. When asked how
far the Friars can go this year with a
full roster, Cotton claimed,“I think the
sky’s the limit, and we have a lot of
potential. As long as we put it together,
I think we can do some good things.”
Cotton’s basketball inspiration
comes from Kobe Bryant, whom he
looks up to because of his work ethic
and mentality, although Cotton jokes
he cannot compare to Bryant in height.
From staying after to practice free
throws (last year he shot 90% from the
line, one of the best in the country) to
his competitiveness, which he says
is the greatest aspect of his game,
Cotton’s work ethic and mentality are
admirable.
Lastly, when asked about his
nickname of “Ice,” which was born
last year on the Internet, he said,
“When I heard why that was my
nickname, I still don’t know to this
day why they picked that.  I appreciate
the compliment but it was out of left
field for me.”
After college, Cotton would like
to play basketball professionally,

but if that does not pan out,
as a sociology major he would
like to get involved in sports
public relations. Even after his
shortened nine point effort
against Mississippi State Cotton
is still 10th in the nation in points
per game. His improvement and
development
over the past
year have been
phenomenal,
and Friar fans
should be excited
as, barring any
surprises, Cotton
will be back for
the Friars
next year.
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